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A few weeks ago I spouted off here about the general immaturity of university students. I ranted
about how students ignore the people around them and fail to respect the "personal space" of others
through vandalism, irresponsibility, and general pointless ruffianism. I still think I'm right about
this. University students, in addition to being very egocentric in their view of the rest of society-''I'm the only one that really matters" --are very egocentric in their self-centred attitude towards the
university establishment.
I never thought it would happen, but yes, I am supporting the tendency of the university administration to sometimes ignore the "rights" of students in favour of staff and, especially, faculty. Parking,
I suppose, is an excellent example of this phenomenon.
It is blatantly obvious to even the most casual observer that student parking is not very important to
the administration. Faculty parking always has and always will take priority over student parking. It
often seems that the desires of the faculty are catered to by the university, which embitters many
students. The truth is the faculty is catered to.
"The university is for the students" has become a .common war cry on the campuses of the world.
Too bad it's wrong.
Only a short-sighted person would ever imagine that the university institution was ever established
for the students. The very origin of the university, as a centre for learning, did not develop to train
students the skills they need to get a job. The very idea makes me cringe. The university is a place
for research. It is a place for intellectual growth. It is a place for students to come and tap the
resources of the experts; I don't deny that students have a fundamental place in the university. But a
university is also for professors to get together and exchange ideas, thereby expanding the common
store of learned knowledge.
If I sound like an idealist, you're right. I am. Only a short-sighted person would ever imagine that
the university institution is what I say it is. I'm trying to point out what it should be, and if it seems
that students are getting shafted by the administration, it could be because the administration is
trying to work towards my ideal .
Ask the university president. Ask him how easy it is to get funding for a facility that does not pull
its weight in the research and new ideas department. Then ask yourself what kind of an education
you'd get from a facility with no money.
The school isn't rich. The school doesn't have large caches of money sitting in banks or invested in
stocks. The schoors money is all around you, invested in the facility we call Wilfrid Laurier University .
Sure, the university might not always spend our money as we think they should. Then again, we
might not always know all the factors involved in decided where the money should be spent.
The point is, there's more to a university than the students. We are important, but we're not the
only element to be considered. Any discussion implying we are is founded in ignorance, which
ironically is what a university is supposed to eradicate.

By Mark Hand: Editor-In-Chief
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The return of Q of the W ... kind of
Dear Everybody Who Isn't An
Editor,
OK, I'm sorry.
I made a mistake and I'm
sorry, for Pete's sake. What more
do you want me to say? Do you
want plood, or something?
Look, I thought nobody really
cared about Question of the
Week. I thought nobody would
miss it. I though! it would be fun
to replace it with something else.
Even the staff thrmght Q of theW

would just slip away unnoticed.
We were wrong.
It would appear that The
Whine Cellar, my wonderful concept designed to replace Q of the
W, has flopped. I hereby declare
it a certifiable failure. (I feel like
Brandon Tartikoff or whatever
his name is canceling a new show
after four episodes. Ho hum.) To
tell you the truth, very few of the
staff really liked The Whine Cellar either. Hey, ten out of ten for

good intentions, minus several
million for result.
Now, if you're expecting the
immediate return of Q of the W,
I'm going to have to disappoint
you. We've got another idea.
Something wonderful.
Here's the scoop: we're going
to send out photographers like we
used to for Q of theW, only this
time they're not going to accost
people and ask them some
ridiculous question. Now they're

going to accost people and ask
them the same question each
week: "what would you like to
say?" If the person has something
that's the least bit interesting, the
photographer will snap a photo,
write down the witticism, and
move on. If the person stares
blankly for a while, the photographer will just move on. Bingo.
Couldn't be simpler.
This solves all our problems.
We don't have to come up with
stupid questions and try to milk

thing short and simple to read
will get that too.
There. I did it. I canned The
Whine Cellar. And we're bringing back a revitalized phantom of
Q of theW. Anybody got a suggestion for a name for this thing?
Speaker's Comers? (Nah, already
been done.) Spoutin' Off? (Gee, I
kinda like that one.) From the
Asylum? (Now that's a stupid
name, isn't it?) .....

We need to laugh =:.:~~fi:;~:~~;. ::::,~~hkf.TheCord
Dear Editor,

I am writing to lament the loss
of humour, both in The Cord and
on campus in general. It seems
that this year, the Laurier campus
is filled to overflowing with
"serious" students. You know the
type: people who walk ramrod

straight, never deviating from
their course, and who go home
every night to study their brains
out
The attitude is all-pervasive.
Have you read this year's
WLUer? I did, and I fell asleep! I
remember last year's was so

SeXual
sub-cUlture
PINK INK
By Denys Daivs
This column addresses gay and lesbian issues and concerns but is
not to be read by only gays and lesbians. Being gay is difficult emotionally, politically, and personally. Gays and lesbians have many
concerns which must be addressed and the rest of society must recognize these concerns as they most often are discriminatory legally
and/or morally. The issues must be addressed because many people
who question their sexuality do not know where or how to go for help
in coming to terms with their sexuality. Many gays and lesbians hold
internalized homophobia within themselves and feel obligated to ·hide
their true selves completely or to succumb completely to the projections of society which holds prejudices based on ignorance and misunderstanding.
For years gays and lesbians have been persecuted for their
sexuality. The slang word "faggot" comes from medieval times when
criminals of sexual deviance were coated with oil or tar and burned
under the execution pyres of witches and murderers. Hitler ordered
all senior staff members who were gay to be executed, many of
whom were the heads of his own security force. Hitler was also
responsible for the imprisonment of gays and lesbians in the concentration and work camps. Gay and lesbian prisoners were identified
by a pink triangular badge on their uniforms. Because of this, the pink
triangle has become a symbol of the persecution suffered by the early
fighters and martyrs of our liberation.
Traditionally, Judea-Christian customs have shunned gays and
labelled them as deviants and sinners. Some churches, like the
Metropolitan Community and the United Church, have recently
opened themselves to people of 'alternative' lifestyles and are changing their official policies on same-sex marriages. Some churches
however, have not changed their opinions and still believe that gays
and lesbians can be purified or converted back to heterosexuals. At
least the psychological practitioners have changed for the better.
Twenty some years ago homosexuality was taken off the list of mental diseases and is now neither considered a disease nor treatable.
Many gains have been made in the gay and lesbian revolution to
improve the quality of our lives. In 1986, sexual orientation was
added through Bill Seven into the Ontario Charter of Human Rights.
Currently there are many cases before the Supreme Court claiming
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Bill Seven has allowed for the first time in Ontario, for many benefits taken for
granted to be given to gays and lesbians. Despite gains, awareness
must still be raised to abolish homophobia entirely. It is no longer socially or legally acceptable to discriminate or prejudge women,
blacks, or Jews -- why then would it be accepted against non-visible
minorities?
By writing this column I hope to raise awareness of gay issues. I
hope to show people who are questioning their sexuality that it's
"okay to be gay". I hope, in reaching people with homophobic attitudes, to provide the opportunity to learn what life is really like as a
gay or lesbian so that they may hopefully change their feelings
toward this significant sub-culture within our society.

funny that I repeatedly quoted it
all year long.
Likewise The Cord has become quite political. Nothing
wrong with that, but the politics
shoved the humour on the back
burner. The funniest things in
The Cord are now advertisements, and I can't wait for your
new stock market report to
debut. ..
Ah yes, last year. People got
OFFENDED, didn't they? Well,
as far as I'm concerned, none of it
was The Cord's fault. I lay every
last ounce of blame on the moral
do-gooders who parade through
the school, telling me what I can
and cannot read.
You folks who have written in
chastising The Cord for breaches
of moral conduct, why must you
take everything so personally?
Why can't you laugh at yourself?
We've all heard worse words
than "faggot" -- in any event, I
just laugh them off if they are applied to me -- and yet at least one
gentleman felt motivated enough
to write in. He told The Cord not
to use such words in the future,
even though the word "faggot" in
this instance was used (a) as part
of a direct quote, with (b)
relevance to the story in question.
I believe that satisfies the American Press stylebook's criteria for
the use of questionable words.
Jeez, I've seen that really bad Fword I can't write for fear of lynching -- I've seen it used in the
Toronto Star, under the same
criteria.
For gosh sakes, people, wake
up! You have, over the summer,
abolished the campus newspaper
and put a dry, stale version of the
New York Times in its place.
Worse, the seriousness has spread
to include the whole campus.
Please, somebody, say some•
thing funny to me as I pass
through the halls. I'm getting
quite depressed just looking at
you all.

Ken Breadner

WLU urifaimess
giving me those
parking blues/
Dear Editor,
It seems that the conditions for students here at Laurier are getting
progressively worse. Once again the students here are getting less 3J1d
less of a break. The problem I am dealing with here is one I'm sure
we are all well acquainted with by now: that of our wonderful parking
facilities. It's bad enough that parking is awarded on a lottery basis
(which means that someone on Bricker has an equal chance of getting
parking as someone a half-hour away from the school). But now, for
those of us who do not get parking (and desperately need it), we get
to deal with the scalpers (yes scalpers) who offer their parking permit
to the highest bidder. These people usually live near the university
and don't even have a car, so they can jack up the price of the permit
to suit their own budgets. I don't know about anyone else, but I'm a
little pissed that the Business Office or whoever's in charge of parking isn't a little more careful about who they give those bloody permit
to. I think it's high time that we honest (and needy students got a little
bit of a break.

Name withheld by request

White & Gold
parking blues
Dear Editor,
I'm ticked off! There seems to be a major parking problem here at
Laurier. There has been a lot that formerly housed the gold parking
permit vehicles that has been transformed into a $2.00/hour "ghost"
parking area This lead to a movement of gold permit parking spaces
to an area which formerly was a white parking permit area (student
parking). Obviously, there is now a reduction in student parking
spaces and for what? So we can have an empty lot trying to add extra
income to the university! Let's get real! This university is for the students, give it back to us.
I feel universities are built to educate and help the students who
attend, achieve their goals in life. But, from what I see, it seems as if
this university is focusing more on making a profit! than providing
education.

S. Miller
(a truly pissed off student)

Theatre Laurier tops
Dear Editor,
I had the pleasure of attending the recent
Theatre Laurier production of Into the Woods and
would like to publicly acknowledge the incredible
amount of work, energy, and dedication which was
obviously lavished upon the production. It was an
excellent entertainment and a marvelous showcase
for the talents of the members of the WLU community and some of its recent graduates.

r would encourage anyone that has not yet had
the pleasure of attending Theatre Laurier production to do so as soon as possible. They will not be
disappointed. ·
Once again, my congratulations to the cast and
crew of this production and thank you for a fme
evening of entertainment
Rev. Bob Gmeindl
WLU/L'W Lutheran Chaplain

In the news this week
- floats, platforms,
1norexics, laundry, and
.. EDITORS.
News, there's no life
like it.
Thanks to Chris for
all the uncredited news
pies this week.

Interesting changes from the Senate
Christina Craft

The Cord

The Senate, Laurier's academic administrative body, held a meeting on Monday, September 30 announcing some interesting changes for Laurier students.
.
It's going to be a scary year for university funding in Ontario. President John Weir said that the provincial government has decided to keep its budget at the current level, which means universities will again suffer from lack of funding.
It is not clear if we will be allowed to keep the money we were already given. WLU may receive the
money promised for compensation of pay equity; however, it will be a few weeks before we know more.
The lack of government funding could delay the newly proposed science building.
The university's strategy is to have plans for the new building ready by the end of February because
March and April are normally the time the government makes decisions on planning grants. The university
is presently
being consulted
by two architectural
firms as to
building design
and site location. If WLU does receive a planning grant, things will be tuuiUu~
partment.
Wilfrid Laurier's Senate also ratified Phys. Ed. as a new faculty on Monday night.
Physical Education was previously an interdisciplinary major that fell under the Arts and
Science Dean, Dr. Reed. Reed said the purpose of creating the new faculty was to give
Phys. Ed. the status as a department, whereby it will have a chair representative at the
council of chairs and it will provide Phys. Ed. students with a real home.
Admission standards are also up. Registrar Peter Tron announced that first year business students needed an 84% average and arts students needed a 77% average for admis~ion into Laurier. There was an 8.4% increase in enrollment from last year.
In response to a strong mandate to increase science enrollment there was an increase
in first year science registrants in 1991. Total registration for Honours Arts also increased
by 22.8% over last year.

On Tuesday, October 8, the joint Students' Union/Student Publication byelection will be held.
One WLUSU position on the Board of Directors is open. The position was
vacated in April by the then newly-elected director.
The positions on the WLUSP B.O.D., including the president of Student
Publications, were opened when the Student Publications General Meeting on
September 25 changed the organization's constitution. All Board positions
must now be elected, giving them the mandate from the students.
All WLUSP positions were acclaimed because only six people entered the
race for six positions.
Scattered throughout this week's -news section are the platforms submitted
by each candidate, with the organization (WLUSU or WLUSP) identified.
Make an informed vote.

Pol jticaff1Jiifforms
Tim Bames:
(WLUSU)
Fellow Stpdents, I am haPPY
running for the position on
the Board of Directors. For those
~ho don't know me~ I am a second year Political Science stullent For flfSt.year students, some
of you may know me as a BACCHUS volunteer during frosh
week. I am really interested in
~t is going on at Laurier, and
look to contribute to the operalions and future goals of the Student Union.
My feeling is that the Student
Union should be accountable to
)roo, the student body. This can
be better achieved by processing
a,n Annual Report to every stu·
jlent to show you where your
money is going.
For those of you who experieated "The Corti shutdown" last
10 be

tl

e
d
le

year, I am strongly in favour ot
ensuring this does not happen
again. I look forward to seeing
the Cord becoming completely
autonomous and I will work to
see this happens quickly.
With concern to rising tuition
costs, I will be sure to protect
your interests in receiving services for your payment. As a
member of the Board, I will be
active in seeing our student interests are looked after and protected.
Most of all, I will work to
promote the Student Union and
its functions under an "Open
Door Policy''. Students will be
encouraged to visit our offices
and to get involved in our great
school. I feel that our school is
one of the best, and I will be
honoured to serve you to make it
.even better!

---

Karen Lennox:
(WLUSP)
YO Laurier! I'm Karen Lennox and I'll be one of the six
members of the Student Pubica~
tions Board of Directors this year.
In 1991/92 I'm hoping the
WLUSP BOD can ftnish restructuring the organization and enable
the Cord and the Keystone to become profitable and successful
organizations that the students of
Laurier can appreciate and enjoy.
I feel this can be accompished
with the aid of the student body
and I hope all WLU students will
voice their opinions and concerns
regarding Student Publications to
the organization. Everyone is always welcome to bring their
ideas to the BOD meeting and us
friendly bunch of folks will glad~
ly discuss anything, yes anything.
about WLUSP with unapathetic
WLU'er's.

Homecoming
bash
Cathy-Jo Noble
The Cord

Holl)ecoming this year ended
in a bash (literally) when the
homecoming float crashed into
the side of a student's car on Saturday night.
The mishap occurred after the
football game as the committee
was returning the float to its
storage location on Bricker Avenue. Fraser Kirby, President of
Student Publications, was driving
the vehicle at the time.
Kirby explained that he was
backing the float up the hill of the
one-way street which connects
Bricker Avenue to the Bouckaert
Hall parking lot. As the trailer
came over the last speed bump,
the force knocked the trailer hitch
off the pick-up truck which was
pulling it. The trailer then
rebounded off of the truck which
caused it to roll down the other
side of the hill. The truck continued to roll down into the parking lot and crashed into a pale
blue Volkswagen which was
parked there.
The impact of the crash
caused the car to move :~bout
twenty feet.
The damage is estimated at
two thousand dollars and Stu-

"Fraser Kirby, president of
:tudent Publications, was
.. riving the vehicle at the
time .... "

dents' Union is planning to have
the university's third party insurance cover the costs.
The trailer used for the float
belongs to the Alumni Associa- tion. Six years ago a student fell
off the float and broke her arm
and since then the float had been
in swrage. This year the Board of
Student Activity decided to
revive the float and use it in the
homecoming football game.
The damaged car was owned
by Mike Demetriadis.

----

-- ----

--

Stuff to do while you clean your clothes
Renee Ward
The Cord
What do you get when you
cross two guys with a brilliant
idea, some food, some fun, and a
household chore? MARTIN &
RAY'S LAUNDRY CAFE.
Martin Howden and Ray
Hewig recently opened their
laundromat at 220 King St. N. Although it is still undergoing some
final touches, the laundromat is
fully operational. Martin & Ray's
offers sixty-five machines in total, thirteen of these being industrial washers. (These allow you to
wash by the pound, saving time,
money, water, and energy.) A
normal wash is only $1.25. They
also offer (for those of you who
are lazy or rushed) a Fluff & Fold
service at $0.69/lb (10 lb min.).
As a post-graduate of WLU's
Business Program, Martin remembers four years of . being a
"victim of laundromats". He
recalls dirty, dilapidated equipment, high prices, and the hell of
twiddling his thumbs for an hour

and a half each week. So when he
met his partner Ray, a post-grad
of George Brown College, they
saw the potential in their idea.
Open from 7am-llpm, Martin
& Ray's Laundry Cafe is
designed to offer top quality service at low prices, and a little entertainment on the side. You can
play pool for $1.25, sit and read
some magazines/papers, listen to
the tunes, watch T.V., grab a bite
to eat, or just be social. Martin
predicts that the food counter will
be completed by mid-October,
and that the satellite dish will also
be installed by then.
The
eventual result of this will be, yes
sports fans, a weekly sports night!
For those of you who horde your
laundry until desperation sets in,
there will also be a movie night to
help you kill time while you wait
Unfortunately, as Martin told
me, the laundromat has "a good
location but minimal exposure."
However, they are taking steps to
alter this. With Martin and Ray's
ingenuity, they have worked on
some special features for promo-

tion. Customers can ask for a
FREE WASH CARD: buy ten,
get one free.
The weekend of September
20-22, they held a 3 DAY FREE
WASH. With the donation of a
non-perishable food item to the
Food Bank of Waterloo,
customers got to do their wash for
free. Martin said that they were
"enthused by the response", and
that the Food Bank was "overwhelmed" by the incredible

~~IVI.I<S&<.IIIS
Express Yourself
with Our
Witty & Hilanous
Recycied Cards

Sheldon Page
The Cord
AIDS Awareness Week starts
October 5 and runs to October 10.
In the Kitchener/Waterloo area
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defmite hit amongst students, if il
already isn't. They have given us
a way to turn a loathful,
household chore into something
more exciting. As Martin himself
said: "Why should laundry be
boring?"
This article is the first in the
Cord's series on local entrepreneurs. If you, WLU student and
K-W resident know of any area
business-p~ople with an exciting
new concept, tell us about them ....

AIDS aw-areness

THAN
FANTASTIC

"(/ufwj

amount of food and cash donations made.
An idea that is more student
orientated is the quest for
artwork. The laundromat has a
vast amount of wall space to fill,
and Martin and Ray are offering
this space to the student artists to
display their works. So if you or
anyone you know would like this
opportunity for free exposure, go
and talk to Martin or Ray.
Martin & Ray's should be a

ALL 91/92 LAURIER GRADS
WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS
OCT 21st to NOV lst 91
Sign-Up TODAY in the INFO-CENTRE

THERe IS l'iO OBLIOATIOI'i

TO PURCHASE PORTRAITS
NOTE: We may not be able to book you In the
winter session. Please make every ·effort
to come In at this one.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY: CLAUDE MARCOITE OF JOSTEN'S

AIDS Awareness Week is
organized by ACCKW A - AIDS
Committee of Cambridge,
Kitchener, Waterloo, and Area.
ACCKW A was incorporated
in 1988. Its mission is to provide

education and support for people
infected and affected by the HIV
virus. Affected refers to families,
friends, partners, as well as the
infected person.
ACCKWA has an entire week of
events including ongoing d!splays
and special programs.
An informational poster dis·
play is planned for Laurier. The
University of Waterloo is hosting
the main event for the week - the
Holly Near lecture and concert.
The lecture is being held at
room 1350, the Davies Building,
beginning at 3:30. The topic to be
presented is "UNITY AND OUR
CHALLENGE AGAINST
AIDS". The concert is at the
Humanities Theatre. Curtain time
is 8:00pm. Tickets are $18.00
each, available at the Humanities
box office.
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OSAP speeding up at WLU
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Sheldon Page
The Cord
Still waiting for OSAP? According to the Director of Student
Awards Pauline Delion, the applications are now b~ing processed at normal speed - 7 to 8
weeks.
The Student Awards Office
received about 46% more OSAP
applications than last year. This
created a backlog at the Awards
Office and the main processing
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center in Thunder Bay. Due to
staff working overtime, the
Awards Office, according to
Delion has, "reached the hurdle".
Delion assumes the increase
of applications is directly related
to the economy. Lack of summer
jobs was a large factor.
The delay this year can also

be attributed to 50% of the applications being returned to the
applicant because of errors or
omissions. This figure is up 15%
from last year. Signatures make
up a large percentage of omitted
data.
Delion pointed out that the
Student Awards Office can only

Is ·Laurier safe?
Sheldon Page and
Laura Hanneman
Recent assaults and date rapes
on campus have begun to raise
the question -- is Laurier safe?
Sexual assault is defined as:
any unconsented sexual activity
ranging from forced kissing to
rape.
The Ontario Women's Directorate estimates that one in four
women will be a victim of sexual
assault throughout their lifetime.
This frightening truth has created
fears and concerns about
male/female relationships.
In an interview with an operator from Waterloo Cab, the operator stated, "The fear is obvious we have countless calls every
night requesting cabs to go only
one or two blocks."
To some, a two block cab ride
might seem absurd. A short cab
ride is quite justified when one

considers that, of WLU frosh,
52.1% (Women's Directorate
info.) report being sexually assaulted. Of the 52.1 %, 68% of the
assaults are committed by a supposedly trusted friend.
Personal protective devices
are commercially available.
Safety whistles and a green spray
called "Dye Witness" are a
couple of examples.
A possible drawback to personal protection is the creation of
a false sense of security.
Momentary delay or physical
overpowering of a victim is all it
takes to defeat a protective
device.
Several students interviewed
by the Cord felt that Laurier's
image as a safe campus is beginning to change. Serious questions
are being raised about WLU's
safety, and will continue to be
raised until the issue of sexual assault is resolved.

fill in so much of the application.
Items such as signatures and
financial data must be filled out
by the applicant
There are still many applications in the system. It takes about
a week for the form to leave the
Awards office and then 7 to 8
weeks to be returned from
Thunder Bay.
A calculation allowing the applicant to assess his/her eligibility
for OSAP was suggested as a

method for decreasing the amount
of rejected applications. Delion
disclosed that such a system was
implemented and then abolished
several years ago. The Student
Awards Office can do an assessment if an emergency situation
arises.
The Short Term Loan program has been used by students,
short on funds, who are still waiting for OSAP as a kind of advance on a grant or loan.

Not much crime
A quiet week according to the security report:

IMPAIRED DRIVER: The driver's license of a twenty year old WLU
student was seized.
ATTEMPTED THEFf: An electronic speaker was taken from the
Peters Building, room P1027 through the emergency exit. The lock
on the door was defective and would not lock. The speaker was left
on the lawn north of the building.
FIRE HAZARD: A coffee maker was left on in the staff lounge on
the third floor of the library.
MOTOR VEHICLE ACCIDENT: Lot #7, 5:45pm, September 28.
"Motor vehicle accidents are not routinely included in the update
report However, included for your perusal is a copy of an M.V.A.,
which may result in a tort against WLU." An unlicensed trailer pulled
by a student's truck separated from the hitch and hit a parked vehicle.
No one was hurt by the errant trailer which was being used as the
Homecoming Float at the time.
GOOD BEHAVIOR: Close to 3000 people attended the Homecoming football game and, according to security, it went "relatively
smoothly".

___

{Uft:ior-po liticians-continUeto speak
,Keith Robinson::
kWLUSP}

Troy VtctorWintjes:
(WLUSU)

Hi, my name is Keith
Robinson. J•m a third year
Honours liistory student and l'm
hmning for a position on tbe
~USP BOD. l W01Jkf like to
!lave used this spa~ to ask• you to
~ for ~ but s~jng as rve
been accl~ that seems a bit
1
intless. Let me instead say that
IS my intention as a. BOD memto make the student body
more aware of what Student Pub·
iications does and hopefully spur
blough interest so that n~t year
iclUal elections can be. held.

History tells us that the
courageous. dynamic, and aspiring TROJANS. protectors of.
and conquerors from. the ancient
city of TRO):', were in their final
battle ~gicall~ defeated. Howev~; aUwasn9t lost, for .the soul.
ambition and stamina. of TROY
VICTOR WJN'I'JES is alive and

E

I Why should you care about
Student Publication$? .Because alJoos\ certainly make use of somewng published by us such as The
~ord, The WLUer, The
~eystone, or the new Cord
~uide to Laurier (formerly Tbe
~ittle Black Book). There are
oing to be things that you like
dislike .about all of them.
is why it is important for
there to be someone·who you can
~k to when you lu\ve a questi<m
or a complainL Thi$ year, I hope I
can be that persOn for you. per·
baps next year someone out there
will take an interest and return the
favour!

~

in achieving autonomy.
I hope to work closely with all
Hi the@ everyone! My 1!ftme WLUSP staff and volunteers.
is Gregory and I would like to dealing with the exciting changes
one of your WLUSP BOD's for that Student Publications will undergQJbiS year.
the 1991 - 92 academic year.
For those of you that weren't
aware. WLUSP is a corporation
and. is a separate. entity from
\VLU.SU. At tbe moment~
are being so tbat'
will become .•!l totally '·
autonomous organization. opemt..
ing with financial responsibility.,.
One of the proposed changes is
for Student Publications to acqUire its own portion of Student
Activities Fees. I support this
move as being critical to WLUS~

Greuory Chang:
(WLUSP)

kicldng~ ••

Simply. vote TROJAN
TROY to protect your interests-Troy Winjes for Board of Direc..
tors.

OPTICAL
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220 King St. N. Unit J
Waterloo

If you have any questions
about WLUSP or would like to
help out with the Cord o~
Keystone just come Up to tbe 2nd
floor of tbe Student Union BuUdJ
ingt

• Fashion Eye Wear
• Contact Lenses
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Dyer and the new world order
Craig Welchel
The Cord
People like it when Gwynne Dyer tells them what the hell
the world is coming to.
On September 18, a diverse audience of around 300
people packed the lEI Lecture Hall, with perhaps 100 or
150 more watching via monitor in the Paul Martin Centre,
to hear the noted journalist and military historian deliver
his analysis of the dramatic events of the past few years
and their implications on the future. His presentation was
the first of this year's Laurier Lecture Series.
They weren' t disappointed by his substance or his style.
Sporting his trademark leather jacket, the charismatic Dyer
combined his knowledge of international affairs and historical precedent with a peppering of witticisms and humour
to provide the appreciative audience with a classic Dyer
presentation. While even Dyer conceded that he was "way
out on. a limb" , his argument sparked the interest and
curiosity of those present and ensured that he was engaged
in discussion with intrigued participants for the remainder
of the evening.
Before outlining his understanding of the new world order, Dyer first provided evidence displaying the existence
of a major shift in world affairs. The most obvious of these
factors has been the demise of the Colq War. Describing
the continued existence of NATO as "the sound of one
hand clapping", he emphasized that the recent Eastern
European and Soviet revolutions were unprecedented in
modem history (perhaps in all history) given thei; relative
lac:~ of violence and the scope of change that occurred.
Whereas the last wave of change (i.e. World War II and
the start· of the Cold War) took over 40 'million lives, and
the disintegration of the British and French empires took
many lives and years to complete, the recent change was
remarkably unviolent. When asked how China fitted into
this trend, Dyer said that it was only a few "evil old men"
that were delaying the inevitable collapse of totalitarian
communism in that country.
Dyer also suggested that with the collapse of East-West
confrontation has come the rejuvenation of the United Nations. Despite the horror of the Gulf War (which he afterwards said he agreed with), the UN has been able to

mediate truces in several longstanding hotspots, including
Angola, Western Sahara, Cambodia and Afghanistan. Dyer
cited the upcoming Middle East Peace Conference and
mediation in El Salvador as further proof that "the UN is
back". In addition, Dyer stated that since 1980 the number
of people living under democratic (he used this term loosely) governments has doubled to two-thirds of the world's
population. Dyer predicted that within five years 90% of
the earth's people would be living under democraticallyelected governments.
Dyer then moved on to his hypothesis regarding the underlying reasons behind the recent tumultuous change. He
suggested that the present world predicament has overtaken the institutions with which we conduct our affairs. In
particular, he cited the fact that one-fifth of the global population hoardes the vast majority of the earth's resources,
while straining its finite environment to (past?) the limit
In Dyer's analysis, we are witnessing an accelerated

If you can keep
your head when other
people are losing
theirs ....
"Dickens' England" in the Third World; if the situation
does not improve "we drown in our own ship". Though his
presentation was mostly optimistic, Dyer was not certain
(who is?) whether humanity will be able to adapt quickly
enough to meet the challenge of rapidly changing circumstances, or its capability of slowing the rate of change.
In Dyer's opinion, the aforementioned events point to the
final breakdown in the patriarchal system, both from a
political and social angle. Dyer disagreed with the notion
that this system's militarized, centralized, hierarchical,
male-dominated, xenophobic nature can be equated with
human nature. He pointed out that hunter-gatherer
societies, which predate civilization, are both democratic
and egalitarian (albeit with a distinct division of labour).

How did the patriarchal system overtake its predecessor?
Dyer suggested that as towns and economies grew, so did
the number and complexity of necessary decisions.
Without the benefit of mass communication or transportation, democracy failed. The ensuing system was "horrible
but efficient" and became entrenched through socialization
and institutions for the next 5000 years.
As evidence that this -system has been gradually withering
away, Dyer forwarded that the rise of mass communication
(starting with the invention of the printing press) signalled
the beginning of mass participation in complex decision
making. As education and literacy flourished, so did the
spread of democratic principles. Democracy wore away at
patriarchy ~nd its hierarchical tendencies. Dyer felt that
this process is presently continuing, and must continue in
order for humanity to adapt to impending catastrophes
such as overpopulation and environmental degradation.
The questions raised after Dyer's presentation were an indication of the interest he generates when he speaks. Questions ranged from the issue of Great Power self-interest to
the timelessly-profound, "What do you think of Brian Mulroney?" Although several holes were exposed in his argument, Dyer held his ground well and the question-and answer session took on the rewarding characteristics of an
informal discussion.
It is probable that Dyer's hypothesis is over-generalized
and contains flaws and inaccuracies. On the oilier hand, his
track record does suggest that he has an uncanny knack for
hitting the nail on the head. One of the main benefits of
Dyer's presentations and commentary is that he outlines
' analysis in a clear, concise, enjoyable manner and gets
audiences thinking about the world in which they live.
Such is the stuff of participatory democracy. Dyer's
popularity suggests that many people are genuinely interested in world events and are willing to devote their time
and energy to learn and think about them. To quote Dyer's
introductory remark, "If you can keep your head when
other people are losing theirs, you probably don't know
what's going on."
Ever notice how calm Ronald Reagan looked when he addressed the American nation during crisis situations?
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Morepla orms Of food, health, etc.
dohn McHutchJon:

Although she doesn't normally eat hamburgers Writing Center. Dr. Stubbs said that the Writing
Dana Pesce:
("No, just Big Macs") the sales rep. for Maple Leaf Center is now available for proofreading essays or
iWLUSP}
(WLUSU)
. By the time you read this,
Food Services assured me that their "new" hamany writing in general. No appointment is necesburger -- less fat for a healthier student -- tasted just sary, just drop in. All Writing Center services are
il'hursday will have arrived, so HEYIH
dandy.
~ou're probably maklng your
available at no charge.
plans for this weekend's- adven- My name is Dana .Pesce. I'm runThen she bribed me with one. Lots of onions.
A short course on common grammatical errors
Jures. Also, by the time you read ning for the •pasltion of Director Not, I was told, much fat. It tasted... well, it
will be run in the near future. Enrollment is limited
Uris, all of us who ran for Board on the WLUSU BOD and here's was... that is, urn, I didn't dislike it.
to ten people, sign-up sheets are available at the
She gave me a neat sheet with graphs and stuff, Writing Center. If this program is successful,- it will
of Directors for Student Publica~
what I stand for:
and I suppose the point is that you won't die of be run again.
:Uons will have been acclaimed
(good or bad-- you be the judge).
D - Dedicated to the students of heart disease or whatever if you eat these hamThe Writing Center can be reached at ext. 2339.
burgers. It was boring though, so I threw it out. If
My name is John McHutcbion Laurier
(no relation to those
A - Aware of the mat\'f im\)Ortan.t you want to know the details ask. any of the friendl')'
WL\J \\ea\\h Se"N\ces -wou\u \\ke m \n~onn a\\
McCUtheon'sH) and l'm in third issues concerning studen\s (tui- Food Serv1ces -peo-p\e.
visa studen\s that they are eligible for an Ontario
I just called the Dining Hall and the guy didn't Health Card.
tion. fun events, housing, etc.).
Jear business (I said EQ relation!)
know the price, but he thinks it's iQ the neighbourI've been involved with Student N - Nice•••arid fun tool t
With the card, the Ontario government will
A -.Anxious to be your represen- hood of $2.50.
Publications since l (naively)
cover almost all medical costs.
tative on the BOD.
went up to the offices last spring
Visa students must re-apply for the Health Card
'and was elected to the Board of
when their visa is renewed.
Directors.
If you are a visa student and you do not have a
The Writing Center is no longer that dreaded
P - Political Science (that's my place where you go if you flunked the English card you can get an application at WLU Health SerEssentially, the Board of
Directors' role is to ensure the
major!).
Proficiency Test. Actually it still is, but the Writing vices or at the Ministry of Health Office, Canada
smooth (?} operation of the cor- E - Experienced with 3 years as Center is now available for general assistance and Life Square, 235 King St. E., Kitchener. 745-8421.
poration and consult with the
SecretarY to the Board and 2 will be running courses on quick grammar fixes and
President of Student Publications.
years as a Student Senator.
creative writing.
Compiled by the news department. with files from
S - Student Run evaluations of
I chose to run for re-election
Dr. Andrew Stubbs and Elin Edwards run the Carey Waters, and other tiny hands.
as part of Student Publications'
courses and professors -- what T
move toward autonomy. The
would like to have published for
election of the Board would them
the students of Laurier.
'
responsible to you, the student,
C • Conscientious and Caring
and afford them a gn~ater degree
(I'm botll!).
of credibility.
E - Enthusiastic about making
The other thing that makes me upset is that I
. Any questions. comment~.
this year the best ever!!
1 Ifraser kirby:
have no mandate. Okay. so that sounds politically
gnpes -- come on up, the door ts
(WLUSP)
cornball, but it's true. The burden is on you to ,let
open. I'm there sucking the
VOTE DANA PESCE for
us know what you think of The Cord, The'
oxygen from 2:30 • 5:30 on Tues- . WLUSU DIRECTOR. •• it's the
Keystone, The Cord Guide and The wtUer. If you'
day and Thursday. Bye.- - - - ----right choice!
On Friday September 27th, I was acclaimed the don't, wen then I'll feel like just another power~
president ofW.L.U. Student Publications. Initially I hungry, despotic, resume building, publications
•
was relieved. l didn't have to campaign now, you facist. You Wot.Jtdn•t want that on your conscience
know make silly speeches, put up pOSters, shake now would. you?
StUdent Publications offices are on the second
babiC$ and kiss hands. all that stuff. Now, owever,
11111 I feel bad. Is my job that undesirable that no one
floor of the two Presidents acclaimed Studelll
Union Building. Please come on up.
else wan!s., it? It's really not that bad. Honest.

-

Damage acar, become the presfilent

II

Vote d a m m It I

MEN'S, LADIES, CHILDREN'S
SHOES, WESTERN BOOTS,
WINTER BOOTS & MORE
-COUGAR, H.H. BROWN, HOKUS POKUS,AVIA,
SUGI, HEAD, NINE WEST, DAOUST, HUSH PUPPY,
REEBOK, NUNN BUSH,SOC-MOC
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We are within walking distance
of the University
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9:30
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Anorexic & depressed
Spenser Grey
The Cord

I called a friend the other day.
She goes to a school out west
She is a sophisticated, intelligent,
beautiful young woman, a
scholarship student and her future
is as open as anyone's could be.
Why then did she tell me that she
has become anorexic?
She is asked to keep straight
A's, write her LSAT's, work tc
pay her rent, be involved in
campus life and somehow keep in
touch with family and friends.

"... all things fall apart, the
center cannot hold... "

University is at best a fun, fulfilling and educational experience. It is where we settle into
our careers, our relationships and
the patterns of our whole life. At
its worst university kills. Sometimes literally, sometimes figuratively, this place kills.

!Acclaimed
Devin Kreuger
(WLUSP)

Hi. My name's Devin, an<i
I'm in my second yearofhonou~
political science here at Laurier.
Last year I worked on the
Keystone as the copy editor, and
in April was elected to sit on the
Board of Directors for Student
Publications.

When I decided to run for reelection, I _hoped that the elections for the Student Publicatiom
BOD would get more of the students here at Laurier interested in
what happens up in our offices.
Although all the applicants fot
the board were acclaimed, I hope
that the students will take a
renewed interest in Student Publi-

cations.
I was pleased at the increasec
number of applicants for the posi·
tions available at the Cord and the
Keystone this year, though the}
were probably due to the "inci·
dent" last year. (At least some·
thing good came from all the con·
troversyl) I do encourage everyone with an inclination towards
the media to get involved in Student Publications. Not only does
Student Publications have an ob·
ligation to the students of Laurier:
the students have an obligation to
Student Publications.
If anyone has a problem or a
concern with some aspect of Student Publications that they wish
to discuss. please feel free to
come up and visit me during 01~
office hours: MWF 11:30 to
12:30 and 1:30 to 2:30.

She feels the need to be someone sean TaylOr:
aiSQ a member of various social
else's idea of beautiful and (WLUSU)
clubs.
skinny and popular. We are pushAside from my personal skills
ing our friends down a slippery
and enthusiasm toward the
slope.
Hi. my nam~ is Sean Taylor. I am school. I have a strong conviction
There are people on this in my second year of the Honours as to the direction the Students'
campus, who in the solitude and Biology and Chemistry program.
Union should take. I would like
isolation of self-doubt and fear
Allow me a few moments of to see: an expansion of student
are making themselves sick. your time so that I can justify to services in the Student Union
People who don't eat, bolemics you why I am the best candidate Building; increased access to
who are addicted to throwing up, in the BOD hi-election.
buildings for the physically chat~
people who are addicted to drugs
I am tbe best candidate be- lenged; increased awareness of
or alcohol or to drunken sex with cause I am a sociable person. sexual equality~ increased student
strangers. Unfortunately these are Five years of Students' Council safety ((on and off campus) look
the people who often seem the work, both on a local and provin- at the "bag of crime" section in
most together of anyone on cial basis has allowed me to de· the Cord));and an improvement
campus. There fun and attractive velop the necessary personal in race relations (I'm the black
and successful but the cost of skills entailed J>y this position. At guy if you didn't know).
their success is too high.
Laurier, I have also volunteered
On October 8 vote for Sean
It is certainly possible to achieve my assistance and time to First Taylor -- an effective voice with
without success these side effects. Year Council, B.S.A., Orientation sound ideas.
It is further possible to enjoy all Committee, and the Senate. I am
Thank you.
these things, eating, drinking, sex
without being an addict or an alcoholic but our "micro-society"
on campus propagates these be·
Allan Lee's Student Publications BOD
haviours. Excesses are accepted
platform
is
conspicuously absent. According to
and are often the norm. The end
Chief
Returning
Officer ]ana Watson, Lee's repreresult is that the people with the
sentative
neglected
to show up at the All Candidisease, the alcoholics and the addates
Meeting.
The
matter
is being brought before
dicts are lost in the throng of the
an Election Council, Friday.
partying crowd.
We don't accept that someone
around us may be beyond the line
between fun and sickness.
We just have to take a look at to help them when we can. We opinions are his alone and do no1
the activities we take for granted · are a community and when the represent the opinion of anyone
sometimes. Admitting the pres- community stands together, the who isn't permanently depressed.
sure we are under to succeed, to center can hold and will.
His opinions are also prett)
conform and to belong and allowhypocritical because when he
ing ourselves sometime to just sit
found out his best friend was
back and relax. To not let our Spenser Grey is a pseudonym for anorexic he went to Wilf s ana
friends slide down the slope, but no one particularly special. His got drunk.
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The Japanese call it "karoshi"
BY" FISI--J::E:R.. SF-IEFFIEL....I:>
I have never been a big fan of
the field of psychology. Because,
it seems to me, every time I pay
any attention to it, whatever the
"bot" psychological disorder that
is currently being debated, I invariably fmd myself symptomatic
of it
In my line of work,
psychological and neurological
disorders are commonplace: and
of my friends, Dub-Dub-Dub is
an alcoholic, Siobhan is manicdepressive, Buckley is a
pyromaniac, James wants to be a
werewolf, Brian Mulroney suffers
from meat sickness, and even I
am sometimes of the belief that I
am secretly a vampire: but in the
past, while reading through
~:holarly journals, I have also
convinced myself that I am
a:hizophrenic (suffering simultaneously from delusions of grandeur and delusions of persecution); sociopathic; narcisstic;
vktim of multiple personality dis(lder syndrome; megalomaniac;
obsessive-compulsive; and now,
workaholic.
A bulletin from the Canadian
Science News Service fluttered
across my desk the other day,

a

dropped as it was from the hands
of my editor, Buckley Blackhawk. The headlined, lead-off
notice concerned workaholics,
and my first thought was that
Buckley was trying to drop a
none-too-subtle hint, as I found
myself reading of a "crippling addiction spawned by low selfesteem", and "loners [who are]
unable to be intimate, com:
passionate, or relaxed."
Indeed: in the last two months
I have written over 40,000 words
in newspaper articles, most of
these between the hours of 1:00
and 6:00 in the morning, figuratively chained to my desk.
As Dr. Barbara Killinger
would probably diagnose, I am
"literally addicted to adrenalin, a
hormone secreted by the body to
facilitate "fight or flight"
responses".
Well ...maybe so. But maybe I
and others of my kind are just addicted to action, and enjoy loading up on coffee and booze, and
coming back with the story and
putting it all down on paper,
living against the fear that one
day we'll just run right smash
into a writer's block, and the ride

Croatian
atrocities

By Eddy Hadjur

About fifty years ago, my uncle's brother fought in World War II.
During a campaign in Bosnia (a modem day Yugoslav republic), his
regiment came across a Croatian village where he saw .... children dangling from meathooks! Soon this became a common sight. Thus, the
Croatian Ustasha was formed. This group fought against their Serbian
counterpart, known as the Chetniks.
The two groups exchanged atrocities constantly throughout the
war. Many modem day Serbs openly deny this fact They constantly,
through the use of the media, ignore the fact that the Chetniks massacred thousands of Croatians. They are hypocritical in denying this. I
suppose the massacres at Makarska, Cajnice, Pleclje, and Niklice
(Croatian villages) never happened. Over 11,000 men, women, and
children were brutally killed. I would imagine that if Serbs confronted or knowingly accepted these facts of Chetnik aggression it
would weaken their position or view concerning the conflict in
Yugoslavia.
The fact that Serbs and Croats killed each other is only indicative
of the time-- "an eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth". To insinuate that
Croatians would perform such atrocities in this day and age while
!lriving for world recognition is absolutely ludicrous!
The was in Croatia is the result of one man's thirst for power and
a "Greater Serbia". That man is Slobodan Milosevic, the Serbian
ader. It is his propaganda which has forced his neighbours in
Croatia (once friends), to flee and take up arms against each other.
ltfany Serbs living in Croatia have enlisted in the Croatian National
Guard and voted in favour of independence in the spring referendum
il Croatia. It is important to note that the vast majority of Serbs in
Croatia support the new democratically elected Croatian government
in its quest for a free market economy and its desire to join an ere of
peace and prosperity within the European Community.
The Serbian terrorists attacking Croatian villages are from Serbia (not
within Croatia). These Chetniks are supported by Milosevic and the
Yugoslav army. If the Chetniks are allowed to penetrate and defeat
Croatia, what is to stop the army from capturing Slovenia, Bosniallenegovnia, and Macedonia for a "Greater Serbia"? Recognition for
Croatia is essential or hundreds upon thousands of lives will be lost!
[If you would like to help the homeless of Croatia, you ca.11 contact
Eddy Hadjur at 746-8301. Donations of clothes would be much apjreeiated.]

Ouija is an omniscient spirit that lurks in The Cord
offices. It is the wisest presence on campus. If you
would like Ouija to pass on its wisdom to you then
send in your problems to the info centre c/o The
Cord. Your letters can be handed in anonymously.

... ..

-

........

Dear Ouija,

from what the Japanese call
karoshi -- death by overwork.

ches in front of the speeding front
wheels."
. But as Thompson concludes:
"When a jackrabbit gets addicted
to road-running it is only a matter
of time before he gets smashed."
So, if "like cocaine, work is
extremely addictive...but since it
is so respectable, work dependency is probably one of the most
dangerous of all addictions",
maybe it is time for me to take a
vacation. Take a little time off.
Take a break. Be with my friends.
Relax. Smile.
Before I eventually suffer

will come to an end.
Hunter Thompson writes of
something
similar
to
workaholism in his novel "Fear
and Loathing: On the Campaign
Trail '72", with commentary on
jackrabbits: "No wonder some of
them drift over the line into cheap
thrills once in awhile; there has
to be a powerful adrenalin rush
in crouching by the side of a
road, waiting for the next set of
headlights to come along, then
streaking out of the bushes with
split-second timing and making it
across to the other side just in-

...........

I recently started having sex with a guy that I've
known for quite some time. We fooled around previously and it was always fun, but intercourse with
him fails to stimulate me. Everything else is fine,
but we seem to have very different styl~ of love
making. Please help.

OK, people. Before the obligatory
disclaimer, I just want to say my
name is not Buckley Blackhawk. My
parents aren't nearly that cruel. I
mean, il' s not as though they called
me "Fisher" or something wimpy like
that either. Could you imagine on the
childhood playground? "Hey
Fiiiiisher! Go play with you little
friend Buuuuuckley! We don't want
sissies with silly names around here."
But I digress. Asswne the obligatory
disclaimer here, cause /' m out a
room. Thanks.

Help!!!

I. M. Sad
Deari.M.,
If he is the perfect guy for you, the relationship
will last through the distance. As for expenses, letters are cheap and phoning each other during off
hours is a money saver. Make sure that you both
split the expenses or it could build resentment. Go
out with your friends, have fun at school and it will
help to get your mind focused. When you want to
talk to him and can't, write the conversation down
and it will help you work through the distance. It
will be frustrating being apart from him but hang in
there. If he's the right guy then it's worth it!

Seeking Sexual Satisfaction

Your Friend Forever, .
Ouija

Dear Seeking Satisfaction,

••

Sex with someone for the ftrst time is rarely the
fireworks that it is mythicized to be. You need to
talk to your friend and let him know how you are
feeling. If you do continue to have sex it will probably get better as you get more accustomed to each
other. Show him what pleases you and find out
what pleases him ... things can only improve. Sex is
a two way street and communication is the key to
sexual success. Why not-read the September 1991
issue of Cosmopolitan: there's a great article on
how to control rhythmic patterns during sex in order to reach orgasm.
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You should be careful. Putting yourself between 2
friends can often be difficult depending on the nature of their friendship and the "creep's" feelings
for you. Let things coast for the time being and be
patient. Building a relationship with someone who
will feel pulled may end in heart break for you. The
best thing would be to just act as a friend for the
time being and allow the situation with the creep to
be forgotten as it inevitably will be. Who knows,
maybe the creep will be more understanding than
you may think and he may support a relationship
between you and his friend if he sees that you are
both happy. For the time being, however, be cautious.

...........

Hugs and Kisses,
Ouija
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Dear Tom,

MISS A CL.A5S Ti-JE N
~

U

Torn

I have finally fallen in love with the perfect guy.
Everything is great except for the distance between
us. He lives six hours away. We are both very busy
with school and we will probably only see each
other once per month until school is over. Next
year, we will both be living in the same city and
then our lives will be back to normal. My problem
· is that I feel very sad and I fmd it hard to concentrate on school. Also I'm broke and I don't
know if I can afford a long distance relationship.
r!I~T

U

I've flirted with two guys who are friends with
each other and ended up making out with one. The
problem is now I think the one I kissed is a creep
and I like the other one. I don't want to seem like a
tramp and hit on the second one because he knows I
fooled around with the first. What should I do?

Dearest Ouija,

MAl~' WU~T

#U U U
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Dear Ouija,

Love Always,
Ouija
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extra in that house fund in
case, heaven forbid, a disaster
happens and someone is a
little short. Oh, also unplug the
phones during house parties so
no one makes long distance
calls on your phone - it happens.
.
Decide if your house is smoke
by: Sharon~
free and live with the decision,
that means no smoking during
partying, suntanning in the
Keats
tanning machine or anywhere
else. Make up a cleaning
schedule so that someone does
parents before moving in with one thing every week like
my roomies, "Make sure you cleaning the bathroom, vacuhave a floor fund so you can uming, sweeping, and washing
buy your communal goods my car. Don't let that clean fasuch as Mr. Clean (like we use natic do everything.
it!), make up a cleaning sched- If you have problems talk
ule so one person doesn't end about them with the people
up doing everything, agree on you are living with and don't
who will do the dishes, make sit and stew about all the little
sure they don't smoke (she things they do. If you discuss
didn't say what), and remem- what is bugging you they will
ber to set ground rules about probably stop doing it when
they realize it is a problem.
Most of the time people don't
Try not to
realize that they are a little
neurotic in some areas and all
panic
you have to do is point it out.

~~ROOMMAlf~
'

You never really know someone till you live with them~
Ain't that the truth! As we
move into the month of October many of us are experiencing the roommate blues or,
more accurately, are wondering about the death penalty.
What ever happened to the
myth of moving into residence
(or a house) and becoming
best buddies with your
roomie?

--------------------------IT ISN'T EASY

Let s face it, living with
people is tough; it doesn't
matter if they are your parents,
your best friends or complete
strangers. Luckily, roommates
are usually not life threatening
unless of course you have a
gas stove and they just happen
to leave it on for hours and almost suffocate you to death,
just by accident, naturally. It's
a good thing people are stopping by and popping in at all
hours of the evening to rectify
these little mishaps. Ah, isn't
that the joy. There is nothing
better than getting awakened
at four o'clock in the morning
by someone just wanting to
say "Hi". But moving on, sharing is hard. Everyone likes
privacy and everyone has their
little quirks that make them
difficult to live with. The little
habits people have can suddenly become big deals and
you can find yourself fighting
with people you have known
for years (or months) and with
whom you have to live with
for the next eight months.
You're locked into a situation
where fighting over things
often leads to greater
hostilities and ignoring the
situation seems impossible.

---------------------------

timate moments _to yoursd
and remember to introdu
your friends to your rooa
mates so they know who u
It seems to be a tradition that stranger is that is using y(M
you hate your best friend's shower. Tell your guests !hi
mate, but even if you don't, the third shelf of food is yow
you will if he/she moves in and not to eat your roommall
with you for a month, or even last Aero Mint Bar that is a
a couple of days. The best the seCQnd shelf. The most ill
thing to do is set some limits - portant thing to do is to n
no screwing around in com- member that ·you aren't tb
mon areas of the house, no only one around, no rna~
erotic food fights in the kitch- how much you wish yo•
en, and no permanent guests. were. If all your roomies Cl
Also, have courtesy rules. If do this maybe things will be
THE
BOYFRIEND/GIRLFRIEND
THING

If someone isn't doing their

when they
eat your
food

---------------------------

/

people dropping by at all
hours of the night!" Thanks
Mom, lov ya! Well I didn't do
any of these things with my
roomies partly because of lack
of interest from them and me.
However, I will say one thing,
I hate it when Moms are always right.

--------------------------·
GROUND RULES

Folks, ground rules are a
necessity of life. The most important rules you need are
ones that involve money. Almost all of us have experienced the starving student
syndrome and realize that

share of the work around the
place and you live with more
than one person try having a
little meeting, not to gang up
on one person, but to talk
about ways to make it easier
for everyone. Maybe they
couldn't do their dishes last
Thursday for a very good reason. Try and be a little sensitive, no matter how annoying
they may seem, but not to the
point of becoming a door mat.

you have your partner over,
remember that other people
may have exams and
responsibilities the next day
and that they might not be THE CONCLUSION
comfortable with you blaring
the radio all night or your
friends walking around in a With a little flexibility,
towel. Try to keep your in- dom, and effort almost
roommate situations can
out. You may not be able to
be best friends, but at the
you will be able to
peacefully, unless they
up your cat. Take a little
to learn what your •vv••uua~

Most of the
time people don't
realize
they're neurotic

Lets face it,
living
with people is
tough

expect and what their
habits are. Try not to
when they eat your food
leave their plate of spaghetti
rot and if worst comes
worst, remember that
months from now school
be over and you'll be able
go home(or at least
out!).

WHATTODO?

there may not be enough to
buy that fur coat, never mind
One of the best things that one pay the phone bill. Develop a
can do to take the tension out fund and policies for paying
of a situation is to recognize the bills. Set aside money at
that you too have annoying the beginning of the year to
routines. They might like to buy things like toilet paper and
hang their laundry all over the windex and don't stick one
house, but you scatter pictures person with going to the bank
of naked men all over the wall every month. Break up who is
of the basement. Fair is fair, in charge of the bills, for excompromise. Boy this sounds ample, have one person is
like a lecture. It reminds me of charge of cable and another in
the one I received from my charge of Bell and keep a little

-----------------------
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Prancing, dancing royal horses
Ward Black
cord entertainment

Stallions of Vienna", these horses
are famous for their graceful and
Recently the Kitchener almost ballet like movements. In
Auditorium was the scene of over the mid 1500's these horses were
four hundred years of history. imported to Austria from Spain
Once again the audience was en- for the use of the Hapsburg
tertained by the Royal Lipizzaner nobility. The movements that are
Stallions. Accompanied by a mil- preserved and demonstrated
itary fanfair, ten magnificent today were founded in pracwhite steeds and their riders ticality.The stallions were taught
delighted the audience as they, to be war horses and the necesand their ancestors, have done for sary battle techniques are still
centuries.
practised today by both the horses
For those of you who are not of the Spanish Riding School and
aware of this travelling band of this troupe, which is based out of
entertainers you should really Florida.
The show opened with two
take the time to find out the next
time they are in town. Known by horses performing what is
some as "The Dancing White referred to as the Pas de deux.

These horses and their riders
went through a fairly complicated
dressage demonstration. Each
horse moved as the mirror image
of the other. Qressage, for the
non-equestrian population of our
school, is the name given to a
series of movements that are
taught to the horse. The are methods of training a horse to listen to
the rider and consist of the basic
gates of the horse, ie. walk, trot,
canter ,as well as more complicated movements. Some such
movements teach the horse to
side step, trot in place, extend and
shorten their pace, turn circles
using their front or back feet as
pivot points. The list is extensive
and quite impressive to see.
The show progressed with a
more in depth look at dressage as
all the riders were featured in the
ring. The announcer gave an informative explanation of each
movement as the rider performed
it. This new found knowledge
was put to use throughout the
show as the horses were featured
in various combinations. Some of
these demonstrations have been
contemporized with the rider and

continued on page 19

Strange Days indeed
.

all photos: Ward Black

Not so dead

Jen Gruber
Dave Marcus
cord entertainment

When a band comes under such accusations as
"all dressing the same", "having immature song
writing", and being a "Tragically Hip clone group",
Greg Stanely
one wonders why it is that they attract such a large
Re: Jeff Haywood's article in the Sept. 26 issue of The Cord and varying audience. Why do people go to see
Strange Days?---because of rocking and energetic
entitled, "My Life As a Deadhead".
times like last Saturday night
With the addition, several months ago of guitar
Having read Mr. Heywood's Terrapin", and "Black Throated
infuriating account of his experi- Wind". Of course there is more to mad-man Paul Martin, the band has undergone a
ences at the Dead's shows in a Dead show than the music and phenomenal evolutionary change. No longer is
Richfield, Ohio, I feel compelled hallucinogens, but let's not lose Strange Days a three-chord. guitar strumming type
of band. Paul Martin plays one mean guitar, embelto offer an alternative com- sight of why we're here.
mentary.
As the Dead and those. who lishing the already vibrant songs with fancy country
For starters, what's his point? enjoy the scene are justifiably licks and soaring blues solos. His ability was espeDescribing himself as a Deadhead concerned with their (already) cially featured Saturday night during a guitar-drums
would seem to imply that he's at negative public image, it is also interlude.
the very least interested in the misleading to associate the band
MUSIC they've been cranking with satanist Anton LaVey.
out for the last 26 years. How- Moreover, it should be ackever, the article only vaguely nowledged that the Bob Evans
mentions the music as somewhat restaurant company does not folof an afterthought or diversion low the Dead around to exploit
from his "smartie" trip.
their hungry "circus", they simply
Contrary to what Mr. provide warm meals.
Heywood would have you beIt seems Mr. Heywood's exlieve, Jerry and the boys did in
fact belt out three unbelievable periences could have been more
shows in Richfield including fiery aptly prefaced by the title, "My
renditions of "Bertha", "Playin- Smartie- Acid Trip".

Still, there is more reason to see Strange Days
than Paul Martin. As lead singer, Shannon Lyon's
voice is very distinctive and is complimented in
well rounded harmonies with the voice of bass
player Larsen Liebig. This is especially true in
songs like "In Disguise" and "Johnny". The entire
sound is backed by the solid drumming of Collin
Bricher, who's subtle ability is somewhat hidden at
first but becomes evident upon closer listening.
Perhaps though, the foremost reason to see
Strange Days is for the sheer energy and true-tothe-heart manner in which they deliver their music.
This was not overlooked by Saturday night's
audience, which responded by dancing and clapping through the entire concert, impressed enough
to bring the band back out for an encore, including
a fiery version of "I'm So Glad".
Strange Days is definitely improving drastically
and is definitely a band worth seeing. Don't miss an
opportunity to see them, they could go places.

SCE~

Stone Roses, and, until recently,
standing sound, but they ha'\y
Their newest album Doubt is times, all the time".
The gamble against conformi- kept the music an enjoyable, ai;Ord
Jesus Jones, the band that was a perfect example of how pop
named Best New Group of the music changes to suit new times ng to a certain pop sound has most celebratory experience. MJ So
and new technologies. Just as the definitely paid off for Jesus only complaint against the bruifme love
YearbyMTV.
It seems that in North AmerI guess that after enough cool Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's did in the Jones. In fact, the band has em- is the image that they've bougblove
barked on a North-American tour in order to sell albums. Jes11in a
ica, new ideas are always subject mainstream people decided that late sixties and U2's
to harsh skepticism. People resist they liked Jesus Jones's "dif- Unforgettable Fire did in the - this fall. Success was confmned Jones has, unfortunately, beeausually
any change because it means that ferent" sound, the record store eighties, Doubt has easily estab- when Jones had to book a second one of the bands to cash in on the
their one-track minds have to es- ritual of removing a band like this lished itself as the model for pop show at . Toronto's Masonic now-nostalgic sixties and iu
tablish new frameworks for from the "alternative" section to music in the nineties with songs Temple for September 30, due to psychedelia. My advice to them is
to stick to whatever is "right here,
seeing, hearing, and understand- somewhere between the Jackson like "Right Here, Right Now" and ticket demands.
By pushing the mythical right now" and to lose the tie-dye
ing new messages. So, most Five and Jethro Tull began. How- "Real, Real, Real". Mike Edoften, all that is visibly or audibly ever, regardless of their new wards, Jones's quotable lead limits of pop music, Jesus Jones and peace symbols. The sixties
different is set aside by the North mainstream label, Jesus Jones singer concurs, "What I want has forced many listeners to ad- weren't that cool.
American public, away from "the isn't, and likely never will be, a Jesus Jones to be is about I.he just to a new framework of undermainstream". This crisis explains, mainstream sound.
perhaps why there are "alternaThe band's circus of twisted
I
tive" pop music sections in record obnoxious guitars fits smartly
stores. The way I see it, there are into a highly rhythmic dance beat
only two kinds of pop music: heard in other British bands like
good and bad, and such judge- EMF, but adds to that sound the
ments are subject to personal digital samples that have characcompliment to their bold and energetic perBy Steve Hodgson
taste. Not suprisingly, the bulk of terized house music in Britain for
formance.
Cord
Entertainment
the discs in the alternative sec- the past few years. The end result
Singer/guitarist Danny Michel hopped, skipped
tions of record stores are from the of their mixings is a collage of
British Isles, not from North sounds that defies any critic to
"Sorrow lasts forever, humour lasts for 20 and jumped around the stage as the crowd fed off
his infectious charisma.
· These are ban ds like th e define or categorize Jesus Jones,
minutes."
Amcnca.
"The good news is Pee-Wee Herman's in the
Happy Mondays, the Farm, the the first real nineties band.
These words from guitarist, Mike Blanchard, set
~r.~~~~!lla~~-~~~RI:'.l!'~II:!!:P,~r=~lrr!~the stage as The Rhinos roared into The Twist new Batman movie," said Michel as the band
Thursday night. The local five-piece outfit had the startea into a cajun style version of "In The Mood."
small, but enthusiastic crowd on their feet and
Other songs included, "Dancin' With My Dog",
dancing as they churned out their bizarre brand of "You Dropped The Bomb On Me", "African One",
music. The Rhinos unique mix of musical styles "Wish I Had A Wife", and the highlight of the
makes it difficult to classify them under any one night, a raunchy disco version of Barry Manilow's
category of music.
hit "Copacabana."
The recipe for a Rhinos concert might look like
The Rhinos are touring Banff, Alberta at the bethis:
ginning of October then returning to Waterloo for
Half cup of Country and Western
the Oktoberfest closing ceremonies.
Five Beers
The band is presently without a recording conTablespoon of Disco
tract. Sax player Bob Carli said, "We're not really
Three cups of PWlk
in any rush to get signed to a label. We're focusing
on our live gigs right now."
Sprinkle with Jazz
Blend at High Speed
_
Watch for The Rhinos new video, "African
The group's colourful fashion sense is a perfect One" on MuchMusic.

Charles U. Farely
cord entertainment

lp

Rhino

SHOOTERS Fall '91

. The HEAT continues!~~

MONDAYS TUESDAYS WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAYS SATURDAYS SUNDAYS
LOONIE
MONDAYS
99c Burgs
Plr:la Fingers

~
Cool Off
with our
99c JeBo
Shooters

..
*
North

BEST
Amerk:a's
ShowUme
9 PM sharp _
lOc Wlogs7-9

~

It

Free With
Lauder ID.

*
$1.99
Singing
Thursdays

Karaoke

Machine

$1.99 shot&f.
Beer an
AD Night

~1000

Songa to
Chose Fnm

10c W11WJ
7 -9:30

Win a Trip
to AtJanUc

9-~

IOC
WINGS
Waterb>'s

JAM
PI1it~x

NIGHI'
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10c WINGS
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~
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*
*
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DAY .

live
Music

Never a Cover
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*

10c WINGS
$1.99 Nachos
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by Jennifer Epps
cord entertainment
So many "love stories" confine love to a vacuum. Yet when
love stories are allowed to expand
in a complex context, they are
usually much more alluring. Late

twriter Mark AndrUs has .is to let
a third character narrate the saga
of the two lovers. The second is
to make this voice more like
Huckleberry Finn than like the
Chorus in Romeo and Juliet. In
other words, the narrator compre-

'I

Wimmer, from China Beach), Frank and Willie wake up are Richter score points by showing
but at the very beginning of Late sprightly. They are far from their how scary this all is for the
for Dinner he and Willie are on home state of New Mexico, so characters, and how resentful
the lam. Willie has been shot (and when they look around and the Willie is about the years he has
is driving with his eyes squeezed 90's culture seems weird--push lost.
However, most of the movie
shut) and the pair are wanted for faucets, inflation, heavy metal,
a crime Frank claims they didn't blacks as professionals--they at- feels like exposition. Suddenly
commit Frank insists on stopping tribute it to foreign customs. Willie is back in New Mexico,
at a store in Pomona, California After all, they can still fmd 60's trying to woo the greying Joy,
for Milk Duds. Then he flashes tunes on the radio, and a vintage and that's the end. Late for Dinback to two days previous when car to drive. It's only gradually ner has no middle. Though
that the shocking truth dawns on Andrus and Richter's meticulous
all the trouble started.
The trouble involves Bob them. Andrus and director W. D. continued on page 19
Freeman, a greedy land developer
OCTOBERS
played by Peter Gallagher, from
Comedy Night at Wilf's: Rob
sex, lies, and videotape. He rrlTrick/Kenny Robinson. 8 pm.
tends to construct a "modern city"
seer~ $3 WLU students/ $5 for others.
on the spot Willie' s house occupies. After getting Willie flred,
Wonder Stuff, Fed Hall, UniverNOW UNTIL OCTOBER 5
Freeman scoffs: "I really cannot
Rosemary Sloot and Greg Mur- sity of Waterloo.
have an unemployed milkman
OCTOBER 6
phy - Paintings and Drawings
spoiling my vision." He has no
Art
Gallery,
Aird
Building
WLU
Holly Near in Concert, ,
affection for his little boy, but
Humanities Theatre, Universit¥
when Frank "borrows" the kid for
of Waterloo, 8 pm.
a few hours (Frank and children OCTOBER3
get along like a warehouse on Poetry Readings by Bruce Bond, OCTOBER 7 TO 26
Mary Firth - prints WLU Art
fire), Freeman cries kidnapping.
Ed Jewinski, and Gerald Noonan
Back to the present, (1962), Room 1025-27, Peters Building, Gallery, Aird Building
OCTOBER9
and soon Willie and Frank are 4 pm. Free admission.
Grope Toads, Phil's Grandson's
being placed in vats of ice by a
kindly but obsessed doc- Public Screening of Videos by Place
tor/scientist who wants to test his the Department of Religion and OCTOBERJO
new technique for preserving life: Culture. "Hedwig: A Mennonite Spirit of the West, Fed Hall,
While Willie is semi-conscious Woman in Love" and "Making University of Waterloo
from his bullet wound, the doctor Thunder". Faculty Lounge, ALSO: Don't forget about
persuades Frank that if he goes to 7pm.
MUSIC AT NOON. Every Tuessleep now he can wake up and get OCTOBER4
day and Thursday the faculty and
a new kidney.
"Cornflower Blue". A Blyth Fes- students of the Faculty of Music
So far, so good. Uniil this tival Theatre production at the present concerts in the Recital
juncture, Late for Dinner Humanities Theatre, University Hall in the Aird Centre. Admistwinkles mischievously with a of Waterloo, 8 pm ..
sion is free and all are welcome.
fresh, unforced sense of humour.
Even the flrst fe,wy~s~
ce~n~e~s_a~f~te~r--------------------------------------------------1

obe

for Dinner is a romantic comedy
about a young family man who ;s
frozen for almost thirty years and
then thaws out and tries to win
back his former wife. Its synopsis
makes the film sound rather
Hollywoodish--one anticipates
special effects and a convoluted
plot--but it's actually just the opposite. It's a small picture, about
emotion, not spectacle. It is
quir~y and clever and it tries to
tell a love story slowly, thoughtfully, within the context of a Rip
Van Winkle nightmare/fantasy.
The first gorgeous idea ~rip-

hends less than we do. This
character, J:rank (Peter Berg),
was brain- and kidney-damaged
during birth, and his outlook is
unique. He speaks with slight
hesitations between words, he is
earnest, naive, and largely helpless. He is pivotal to events (the
film spends more time as a buddy
picture than as a love story) and
significant turns are made because of his needs and lack of understanding.
He lives with his sister Joy
(Marcia Gay Harden) and his
brother-in-law Willie (Brian

.---------------------------------------------------------.
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Home of the . ALL you CAN WATCH SPECIAL.
Any movie any night only $2.00 tax inc.
ALL YOU CAN WATCH WEEKEND VCR· $30.00
VCR +2Movies· $6.00 weekdays
VCR+.3Movies· $12.00 per night on weekends
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Halloween

Costume Party
with Total Eclipse

Harem
Sea rem

a Tribute to
Pink Floyd

Too Many
Cooks

TUESDAY

THURSDAY

IADIF.S
NIGHT
Ladies

Get

280 Victoria StS.
745-3411
Friday 11 :00 'till 1:30

WEDNESDAY

$2.00

Check out all
our amazing
$2.00 Specials

VICTORIA
BOWLEAAMA

CONCEKI'

All you can Bowll
All you can Eatl

NIGHI'

in FREE

Trips Cash & Miessner's
Wheel Of Travel or

The Best in
Live Entertainment

$1000 in Cash

$1 0 all Inclusive
Licenced LLBO

Trips to Florida, Dominican

and Cuba

Prizes

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

BIInHDAY NIGHT Be

SOUND UGHT lASER
EXI'RVAGANZA

DANCE CON'riSI'
Celebrate your
Birthday for Free.
&k For Details!

Dance to the Hottest
Tunes 'till 2am

INFO LINE. 744-2000
312 King St West Downtown Kitchanar .

Win an

Write'a phrase in praise of our beer using
3 words with the initials 1-P-A in that order.
Send it to us at: T-Shlrt Draw
c/o HYPN

1240 Bay Street, 5th Floor
Toronto, Ontario MSR 2A7
And if we like it we'll send you a cool
IPA T-Shirt.

r--------I

p
A--Name _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ __

- - - - C i t y _ __

Prov. _ _ _ _ Age _ __

'

Postal Code'--·- - - - - -

What beer was
meant to be.

You must be 19 years or over
to enter. T-Shirt available while
supplies last.
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Majestic colours and fancy steps
0ntinued from page 15
horses dressed in flashy clothes
and tack (saddles and such),and
moving to more modem music.
This was a bit of a surprise because when I saw them a few
years ago in Hamilton it was a lot
more traditional. Th(}. horses featured in these were the
Andalusian Stallions imported
from Spain. These stallions are
believed to be some of the main
ancestors of the Lipizzan Stallion.
The most spectacular part of
the show was the section referred
to as the "Airs Above The
Ground". These movements are
traight from the Medieval
battlefields and were originally
designed to protect the rider from

his enemy. Due to the difficulty
of these movements, only one is
taught to each horse and only
certain horses qualify as having
the strength and ability to learn
these movements. They
demonstrated such movements as
the Lavade that was designed to
pull the rider away from the
sword of an enemy. It's an impressive sight seeing a horse
balanced on its hind legs with its
body at a forty five degree
angle.Also demonstrated was the

Courbette which is basically the
same as the Lavade but the horse
does a jump ,on its back legs;.
Several other ballet like movements were demonstrated as both

horse and rider worked together
to recreate battlefield movements
that once were considered necessary parts of a horses' abilities
and are now preserved as one of
the highest forms of the
equestrian art. The art and the
horses have survived the threats
of extinction. World War Two
and the Napoleonic wars both
saw selfless dedication to these
animals as individuals went to
great lengths and personal risk to
hide them from harm. It is most
fortunate that this happened because it would have been a great
loss to lose something so magnificent. It truly was a night to remember.

Unfortunately,
in this photograph the horse
doesn't seem
to be enjoying
it as much as
the crowd.

~ontinued

from page 17

approach to the characters' reac · minutes, more could have haptions is admirable, by the time pened. As it is, the story plays
Willie locates Joy and his like a thin sketch.
daughter, it all goes flat. How
The filmmakers fall for the
many times can we hear "Oh my old myth, and present the love
God! You've been frozen for 29 scenes stringently, religiously.
years?" We had barely met Joy All the vitality and energy gallop
before; now it seems we'll have away, and we're left with Willie
to watch her nose run indefinite- and Joy staring at each other. You
ly. Conflicts and complications can hear the wind whistling
are deliberately passed over. around them. There's not the
Sure, they might have cheapened slightest thing at stake: Joy is unthe film, yet who knows but that easy about the difference between
they might have enriched it as their ages, but Wimmer and
well. The running time is only 92 Harden don't look that far apart,

and besides, the poster features
them in the throes of a big wet
kiss, so you don't have to be a
meteorologist to make a prediction.
Berg is really the picture's
drawing card, as the fragile,
sensitive Frank. He constantly
carries a measuring tape with
him, a neat motif for a movie
dealing with the passage and
measurement of time. However,
the film fudges on Frank's point-

•• • ••• • • • • • •
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Very Late .To Dinner

•
•
•

of-view--we see several scenes he

never witnessed--and, consequently, the tone flits around.
If the love story has no context, the plot has no middle, and
the movie has no focus, what
have you got? Sadly, a failure.
Late for Dinner's inventiveness
and charm are all wasted. That's
a crime worse than freezing
people without permission.
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IMPROVE
YOUR SCENE:
Write for Cord
Entertainment.
Contact Dave
Marcus or Sarah
Brophy in the
Cord Offices
regarding live
band coverage,
movie reviews or
anything at
all...that's good.
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TAX INCLUDED

v4'~~~~~
"K-lP's 'Fi ne~·t MiJJ!e :.t ast C uisi n/'

· NO DELIVERY FEE!
2 Small
~tern Pizzas
-

Explore our Menu for the wide variety of appealing
appetizers. vegetarian dishes and elegant entrees
:'<illfully prepared by our Mid-East chef. Discover Hummos. Tabbouleh. !:::aba Ghanouje. Shawerma and other
delicious entrees.

$0-.99
EXPRB

:.},!! Our .L.'ullcht'(lll '[l,,i/!1 Spt'l'i,d.'

($4.04 SAVINGS)

Fully licensed under L.L.B.O. and major credit cards
accepted .

V

lwo gl'eaf pizzasl

i -s3~o-o-oFF" 11
IPresent this coupona
I before you order and get1
1$300 off your $10.00a
lentree bill.
1
I Offer Expires Oct. 26/91

·---------
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15 King Street. N. (at King & Erb)
Waterloo. Ontario

Telephone: 725-1010

HOURS:
Mon. to Sat.
11:00 a.m.. 1:00 a.m.

Sunday
3:00 p.m. · 10:00 p.m.

ocr 3S.I91

10 1988 Uttl~

eae..m Enterprise;, Inc.

One low Pl'i~e~
&lway1 Always.

Offer good ONLY with this coupon only I Delivery from 4:00 pm daily
Excludes extra cheese. Not valid with any other promotion or" discount

PHONE 883-5050
t
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Watch out for Turbulence
Phil Desmond
cord entertainment
For years Steve Howe has
thrilled audiences as a talented
guitarist with groups Asia, GTR,
Anderson, Bruford, Wakeman,
Howe, and foremost Yes. His distinctive playing and solos have
established him as one of the
leading guitar artists of the last
twenty years.
His solo album Turbulence is
a purely instrumental effort, his

guitars occupying the musical
space usually taken by vocals.
The album is an exercise in production; Howe plays several instruments simultaneously on most
tracks--he seems to be using
whatever production technology
is available to make the most
articulate sounding music possible.
Musically, it is a diverse album. The bulk of it is lively and
attention-grabbing, not the crap
sort of Musak generally associa-

ted with instrumental music. The
title track opens the album with
an energetic and enticing rhythm.
Surprising is the song "Novalis",
a funky tune reminiscent of
Bowie's "Fame", not a style that
one associates with Steve Howe.
The trademark mandolin is present on several tracks, most notably the last one, "From a Place
Where Time Runs Slow", possibly the strongest tune on the album. The sound is augmented by
Bill Bruford's recognizeable elec-

tronic drums and Billy Currie's
keyboards. The result is a very
full sounding production.
Two songs have segments
lifted straight from Yes' last album "Union". "The Inner Battle"
contains the rhythm and guitar
line from the song "Silent Talk-

ing", and similarly, "Sensitive
Chaos" contains the solo from "I
Would Have Waited Forever".
Other songs also have the odd familiar rift.
Turbulence is and instrumental album for the active, interested
listener, not just background
music. For Yes fans and guitar
enthusiasts alike, this is an
enthralling listen, probably the

most imaginative and creative
thing that Howe has done for
quite
a
few
years.

Guns 'n' Roses .· on the scene again
Guns and Roses
Use Your Illusion 1 and 2
The wait is over! The latest
release from one of the world's
most popular rock and roll bands
hit the stores on September 17, to
the delight of millions of fans. It
has been more than four years

since Guns N' Roses put out-their
debut album Appetite For
Destruction, but the long wait
has resulted in a couple of very
good albums in Use Your Allusions 1 and Use Your Allusion 2.
The new material contains two
albums which are each over 75
minutes long but there is enough
variety in the songs so that there's
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something for everyone.
The high energy music that
dominates the Gunners' first album is again present on both
volumes. Songs such as "Right
Next Door To Hell", "Back Off
Bitch" and "You Could .Be Mine"
are heavy enough to satisfy even
the most critical rocker. A tune
called "The Garden" includes an
appearance from the king of
shock rock, Alice Cooper. He and
the band's lead vocalist, Axl Rose
both sound very good on this
track.
For those who are looking for
something a little slower, there
are plenty of ballads. All hard
rock bands have a talent for ballads, but G N' R have included
some tunes that are very strong.
Several songs such as "Don't

Desktop Design
23 Golf Course Road
Conas\OidO .Onlano

NOB 1NO
(519) 664-3048

Cry" and "So Fine" have hit written all over them, but the most
notable track is "November
Rain". This song has been
labelled by some as the next
"Stairway to Heaven" and these
claims may not be that far off.
The song is very intricate and includes the use of an orchestra.
The only aspect that may hold the
song back is that it is 10 minutes
in length and radio stations tend
to frown on songs that are that
long.
The anger and hatred that has
made G N' R famous is also present on these records. The song
"Get In The Ring" is full of abuse
and there is also plenty of language which some may call offensive. It is a pretty safe bet that
this song will not get much radio
play.

AN $18.00 VALUE FOR ONLY

The albums also have a couple
of cover tunes, which are arguably done better than the originals.
Paul McCartney's "Live and Let
Die" and Bob Dylan's "Knockin'
On Heaven's Door" are both done
well.
The albums are sold separately
in most stores which is unfortunate because buying both of
them becomes quite expensive.
Nevertheless, Use Your Allusion
Volumes 1 and 2 are records that
are a must for every rock and roll
fan.

b'y Bryan Kruuk

$12

Our Feast is a
large, 16",
12 slice pizza with
our NEW Italian
Sausage, fresh
sliced tomatoes
and onions plus
two Pepsis,
two bags of
Doritos and two
99* Mars Dark
Chocolate Bars.

• Taxes notlnduded. Whde supplies last. Sorry, no coupons allowed. 355m I Pepsi. 32g Oorllos. SOg Mors bar. Extra tappings Sl.49 each (plus tax).

THE BEST NEW IDEAS SINCE SLICED PIZZA

ITAilANHOf

FUN, FOOD &LAUNDRY
7AM 'TILL 11 PM

WINGS 699*
0~~
llbofwings
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65 MACHINES

We now deliver tasty Italian Hot
Wings! Order them Hot, Extra Hot or
Hot BBQ. AvaUable in orders of one
pound, two pounds or more.

FULLY ATIENDED
T.V. and tUNES
WASH AND DRY FOLD SERVICE
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
DETERGENTS AVAILABLE

TWO STORIES OF GOOD CLEAN FUN
WE TAKE THE BLAHS OUT OF WASH DAY

220 KING ST.N.

725-9052

GARDEN FRESH SAL4D
Lettuce, tomatoes, red cabbage, fresh musii'Ooms,
green pewers, carrots, sweet red peppers 111d
cheese. Ham is availablut no extra charge
Your choice of French or Ughtltalian dressing.

747·11·11.
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Marillion.· synthesis of old and new
is being made to ~ove away from
the pack and to prove that MarilFor the benefit of those who lion is in charge. of its own
have never heard of Marillion, or destiny. It seems that the direction that Marillion is taking is eiof their music, Marillion is a Britther forwards or sideways but
ish rock group that shoJ to Eurocertainly not backwards.
pean stardom in the mid-eighties
Songs such as "Cover My
after their incredibly successful
Eyes",
"No One Can" and "Dry
third album "Misplaced Childhood". Combining inspired Land" are pleasant to listen to.
Hogarth's voice has a good range
creativity and a high degree of
and is very expressive. The songs
musicianship, such progressive
fire emotional themes with an altracks as "Script for a Jester's
most Beatle-like catchiness. It's a
Tear" and "Fugazi" typified their
sound. Unfortunately, American pity that our local radio stations
taste is sufficiently conservative only play Paula Abdul when they
have such awesome alternatives.
that the group's European glory
Other songs on the album are
was never reproduced in the U.S.
more textured and powerful. The
In 1988, internal conflicts
prompted front man Fish to leave opening track "Splintering Heart"
Marillion and pursue a solo opens gently, pulsing with bass
and synthesizer. Hogarth's vocals
career. Late in 1989, a new alrise in tension until released by
bum, "Season's End" was
Steve Rothery's epiphanal guitar
released with a new vocalist,
solo. The song progresses
Steve Hogarth, and a unique,
through different musical moods,
more direct sound.
each of which is charged with
"Holdiays in Eden" is
emotion. This first track should
Hogarth's second album with the
convince Marillion listeners that
group. Even after a first listening,
the group is still a strong musical
it is clear that the Marillion of the
force.
nineties is a different entity from
The album's final three songs
the group of the eighties. "Holiare continuous, almost conceptual
days in Eden" is a balance bepieces of music which take three
tween highly audible and
snapshots of a decaying relathoughtfully crafted commercial
tionship. "This Town" is an
pop, and deeper, more progresenergetic song about two people
sive music - the group's original
who go to the city to find their
trademark. The music sounds
dreams and end up becoming
fresher and less convoluted than
strangers to each other, as if the
previously. It seems that an effort

Phil Desmond
cord entertainment

city were to blame. "The Rake's
Progress" is a wistful analysis of
the bitter cynicism that is bred b.y
alienation. The final chapter,
"100 Nights" presents the dream
gone stale as the businessman's
wife uses his money to fund her
adultery.
Throughout the album, Steve
Rothery's guitar continues to roar
to the heights of virtuosity. Undoubtedly, he is one of the most

underrated guitar players around. listener as well as to fans of earHe is not a squealing axe man but lier material. Marillion is
rather a more refined player with definitely changing with time,
that rare ability to project feeling and not merely churning out stale
into his arrangements. His solos rehashings of their former glories.
on "Splintering Heart" and "100 They continue to approach their
Nights" stand out as stunning ex- work with a high degree of
amples of his craftsmanship and musicianship and feeling;
provide a natural foil for qualities that are so obviously
lacking in other artists who seem
Hogarth's plaintive cries.
This album has enough commer- to sell more records.
cial tunes to appeal to a first time

the wonderstuff is coming!
Yes indeed, British rock group
The Wonderstuff, from the depths
of Stouridge England (also the
starting spot for Led Zeppelin,
Slade and Duran Duran) have exploded with a new album, "never
loved elvis", and are supporting it
with a phenomenal tour.

For those who are not acquainted with the "none-tooserious", rattily attired group, this
is the kind of band that must be
experienced live. For those who
know The Wondersuff, this is an
opportunity that cannot be
missed.

The Wonderstuff play this
Saturday, October 5th, at Fed
Hall, WLU. The show begins at
8:00pm with guests the Miltowm
Bros. opening, tickets are $10.00
+ gst in advance.

Cochrane here to stay

Ke~in -:~on
cor en

t
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Mad Mad World is one
good good album. If there was
ever any doubt that Tom
Cochrane was not a quality music
act with staying power, this album will erase it.
After just one listen, this album will not only impress you,
but will capture your musical
soul. In fact, it is so impressive
that it could possibly see huge
airplay south of the border.
Cochrane already has U.S. fans
from "Big League", an album that
he released a few years back and
now, because of the fairly commercial feel of this new album,
Cochrane could become one of
those C-anadian acts, like Neil
Young, that .;ets swallowed up by
American culture and made part
of its own.
However, although this is a
pretty commercial album with at
least three to four potential hits
on it, it does nothing to hurt
Cochrane's credibility as a
musician.
Mad Mad World is rea!ly a
continuation of Cochrane's pn..;vious offerings. It is easily recognizable as a Tom Cochrane album, with his distinct vocal and
musical style evident in every
second. In fact, it is Tom's voice,
so raw and full of feeling, that
makes this album great.
The album starts rocking right
from the start with the first
release, "Life is a Highway". This
is one hell of a rock a:1d roll tune.
Not since "Lunatic Fringe" has
Cochrane rocked like this. Although it is noticeably more com-

mercial, Cochrane makes you feel
"Brave and Crazy" leads off
the music through the sheer the second side and features Canpower of his voice.
ada's national party hero Kim
The title track, "Mad Mad Mitchell on lead guitar. Even
World", which follows, pales in though Mitchell plays on it, it is
comparison. This cut was ob- still a Cochrane song.
viously chosen as the title track
Also found on side two is
for its meaning rather than its mu- "Get Back Up" a very moving
sical content. From this point on, song about drug abuse by a lov_ed
side one slows down considerab- one. Cochrane uses a perfect mtxly.
ture of lyrics and music to get his
The flip side of the album is message across, and after "Life is
very solid and contains some a Highway", it is the second best
more uniquely styled songs with track on the album.
The fmal cut, "All the King's
almost every one jumping out at
you.
1'1'
Men", which is the only song produced by Tom Cochrane, is a

quality acoustic ballad and is one
Overall this album is a collecof the best I've heard in years. tion of catchy, quality rock and
Cochrane creates this song roll that makes you feel proud to
around his voice, proving that he have Tom Cochrane as one of
can sing both ballads and rockers Canada's contributors to the
with ease.
music world.
..-------------------
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FESTHALLEN TICKETS • FESTIVAL INFORMATION
MOLSON LOGO MERCHANDISE • FESTIVAL SOUVENIRS
VISIT US AT 17 BENTON STREET (NEXT TO THE VALHALLA INN)
OR CALL ( 519) 57EHl571 FAX ( 519) 742-3072
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YOU COULD

SPOT

REGULATIONS

A 3.6 CUBIC FOOT
CAN REFRIGERATOR!
PLUS 25 SECONDARY PRIZES
MUST BE LEGAL AGE OF MAJORITY OR OLDER TO ENTER
NAME: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,AGE:_ _ __
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
CITY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _PROV: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
POSTAL CODE _ _ _ _ _ _ _TEL: - -- - - - - - - I AM A REGISTERED STUDENT AT: - - - - - - - - - - - -

NOW THAT'S
REFRESHING

Skill Testing Question: (25 x 6) +50+ 7- 9 · · - - - - - - - - - I have familiarized myse~ with the complete contest rules and
confirmed my compliance and understanding therew•th :
Entrant's Signature

.! ..

t'

Wee~ly

prize will depend upon the number of eligible entries
rece1ved.

on your

See complete rules and regulations located at the ballot box

location lor other ways to enter. All entries must be
deposited by no later than the Contest Closing Date of
5:00 pm Monday October 28th, 1991 . No retail purchase is
necessary to enter.
2. THE PRIZES: 5 Weekly J)rizes (values of no less than
$5.00 and no more than $50.00) will be awarded through
random draws to qualified entrants at each participating
campus for 5 consecutive weeks. All weekly winners entry
forms will be resubmitted at the end of the 5 week promotion
period for the Grand Prize draw. One Grand Prize of a small
Blue Light Fridg~ Can (3.6 cubic feet, approximate retail
value $600.00) will be awarded to one selected qualified
entrant on each participating campus through a random
draw to be held on campus at a pre-selected time at a preselected campus area {both to be announced prior to the
draw date) on Saturday November 2nd, 1991 from all entries
received on, or beforebthe contest closmg date. Proof of age
must be presented y selected entrant(s) before being
declared a winner.
Prizes will be delivered within a reasonable time thereafter to
the winner(s) by an independent delivery service selected by
Labatt Brewenes. The odds of winning the Grand or a

• "' l t

3. This contest is open to registered students of this
university/college !depending on the place of entry and
eligibility) who are of legal age m Ontario to purchase alcohol
beverage products and are not an employee of Labatt's, its
advertising and promotional agencies, liquor licensed
establishments or a resident of Quebec.
4. Labat! Breweries reserves the right to revise or cancel this
promotion at any time. Contest is subject to all applicable
Feder~~ Provincial and Municipal Laws. Entries must be
receivt~t~ by 5:00 pm October 28th, 1991. Prize may not be
exactly as shown or displayed.

See ballot box location for complete rules and regulations.

BALLOT BOX LOCATION:

STUDENT LOUNG-E
GAMES ROOM
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MUSIC NOTES
by Chris Skalkos

1;enerati~ns'

...

1963**0tis Redding made his first chart appearance with his hitl
single "These kms OfMjne".

You ·can Shop for All Of Your

!

1973*"'Rush performed an Open Air concert at Waterloo Lutheran
University {WLU) for a handful of students.
1983.,..The Ramones have the honour of making the first video to be
by America's all music-cable channel MTV. The video
!depicted a hospital patient hallucinating while doctors dissected
skeletons.
~~anned

,TAR QUOTE

ENVIRONMENTAL

PACKAGING

RESULTING IN LOWER

PRICES

Bring your own containers (or use one of ours)
and fill up with ·
•Soap Flakes
•Dish and Laundry Detergents
•Cleaning Products
•Personal Care Products
•Energy Saving Light Bulbs
•Spring & Distilled Water
•Recycled Paper

lhrashers and You...
In this fast-paced moving
world of ours, people run into
prejudices and closed-minded attitudes concerning numerous issues. A common occurrence of
stereotyping is present in the
music industry, especially in the
areas of thrash and hardcore
music. The commonly held
opinion that thrash music has a
corrupting influence on youth
needs to be altered.
Great credit must be given to
the band Metallica for opening
the doorway for alternative music
styles. The fact that Metallica has
remained at the top of the charts
is a clear indication of their talent
and of their ability to keep faithful followers and create new fans.
Metallica has not <:hanged their
own beliefs or styles to 'make it';
they have simply progressed and
as a result society has opened
their eyes to talents in the metal
industry. Other thrash and metal
bands are striving for the same
recognition of talent and
popularity among listeners that
Metallica has achieved. It is time
to open minds and ears and
abolish the stereotypiny of music.
It is obvious that music preference is an individual matter.
However, open-mindedness is a
proven learning technique for
people of all ages. If it wasn't for
the open-mindedness of certain
figures in history, our world
would not have progressed to
where it is today. Political
ideologies are influenced by
music. In fact, in the sixties,

music was a significant force in
the peace movement. Today the
situation has been extrapolated.
Thrash music, for example, contains an angrier attitude than the
music of the sixties did. This
anger reveals itself in the speed at
which the demanding music is
played. The lyrics express concerns and often furious opinions
concerning government, financial
and environmental issu_es. Thrash
is simply attempting to make
society more aware of the drastic
situations in our world and to
make suggestions for a better future.
Sacred Reich is a thrash band
known for their political concerns
and humanistic views. The members Qf this band reveal their attitudes in the following quotations
from the lyrics of "One Nation":
"One nation of all races it's clear
within my sight...A state that's
free and thrives on peace no
greed, no threat to life. We will
not build the weapons of war
which loom over our heads ... ",
"The future is our burden. We
cannot stand and watch as the
world around us crumbles and
opposing armies march. We will
work towards our goal. One nation, unity and you must be the
converts who will work towards
world peace."
Countless more bands with
comparable ideologies are
worthwhile listening to. If your
mind is open to creative ideas
concerning the future of our
youth, don't tum that #$%"$&
garbage off! Give it a chance.
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PRonucTs

WITHOUT THE

'If you look at music now it's pretty pathetic, and it was pathetic
hen we started."
-Joey Ramone from The Ramones

Laura Lombardo
cord entertainment

-

105 Lexington Rd.,
Waterloo
725-2986
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Bring in this ad..

FREE
with any purchase
1 Litre of Dish Detergent

or
1 Kg of Laundry Detergent

A FUTURE POP CULTURE RIGHT IN OUR
OWN RECORD BINS.

STOP IN AND CHECK

OUT OUR ASSORTMENT OF NEW AND USED
RECORDS, TAPES, CDS; POSTERS, MAGS,
T-SHIRTS & MORE.
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146 KING ST. W., KITCHENER
OPEN 10 • 10 MON. ·SAT.
TELEPHONE 51~743-8315
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3rd floor, Student Union Building

884-1360
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UT &.T {University Transparencies
& Typesetting) and Typing Services
Have Joined ...
.·.. and we. need your help
in coming up with a new name!

So leave your suggestions hi the
suggestion boxes located outside
of the Info Booth.
Deadline for contest: Oct. 25/91

•

Ctiston1er Service
PROGRAM

This is a new program in the Students' Union
efforts to answer any questions, queries or
complaints you may have about the services
offered by the Students' Union. Come up to the
Students' Union offices and talk tq a member
of ~he Board of Directors. All complaints are
confidential and followed up:

All out Hawk attack I
By Chris Dodd

Cord Sports
The Windsor Lancers have
never really been known for their
football prowess in the past, with
the exception of last season.
Things have not changed much in
the border city as they were lambasted on Saturday by the Hawks

63·7.
Windsor was the · ideal
homecoming opponent for the
Hawks as they offered minimal
resistance for the · powerful
Hawks. Hawks of old watched
from the stands as the 1991 edition of the Football Hawks
pounded the Windsor squad into
submission.
A chilly afternoon had no effect on the Hawks as it seemed •
that they had one thing in mind
and that included scoring practically everytime they touched the
ball.
Going into this contest with
the lowly Lancers there were
some concerns as sophomore star
Bill Kubas was questionable for
the game as he had bruised his
shoulder in the week previous.
Centre Tom Highway was still injured and thus was a scratch from Kubas did start and it didn't take down and would add two more
Saturday's line up. All in all the him long to pick apart the anemic before his 100 yard plus effort
was finished. P.J. was just as·efHawks looked beat up and feeling Windsor defence.
fective and Windsor simply had
Kubas
hit
every
receiver
in
the effects of a few tough breaks.
However there was little concern the first half. Not only was Kubas no answer to the powerful Hawk
about the Lancers ,despite their and his receiving corps looking attack.
The defence looked good as
24·0 shutout over the York flawless but the backfield of
well,
as they allowed only a
Yeoman last week, as it was evi- Andy Cecchini and P.J. Martin
dent that the Lancers belong more were tearing off 15 yards a carry single touchdown to a Windsor
in minor football then the CIAU.
and looking good doing it Much offence that was generally
The Hawks looked flawless as credit must go the Laurier of- stymied all day long. Their
receivers were covered conit seemed everytime they touched fensive line.
the ball they could do no wrong.
Chick scored the first touch- sistently well while their running
backs continually ran into the
likes of Hugh Lawson, Reinhart
Keller and Marty Peric. Generally, the defence looked improved
and intense.
It would be hard to describe
all the great plays and solid ef-

forts in Saturday's contest how- more than one outstanding sophever one effort cannot go un- more quarterback.
The win raises the ninth
noticed. That is the inspired play
of back-up quarterback Chris Jan- ranked Hawks record to an unzen (Sleepy). Janzen has been in blemished 3-0 and puts them in
the shadow of the CIAU Rookie first place in the OUAA. Next
of the Year winner Bill Kubas week will be a tough test for the
since he arrived at WLU. In the undefeated Golden Hawks as they
second half of Saturday's game travel to Toronto to take on a
we saw a Janzen most WLU fans solid Varsity Blues squad.
have never seen. Sleepy started
Toronto is a highly respected
the second half and promptly nationally ranked football team
took the Hawk offence down the that will provide the Hawks with
field and connected with Steve their first real test of the season.
Grossman for the first touchdown Coach Newbrough would certainpass of his university football ly love a win in Toronto as it
career. Janzen looked sharp as he would provide some respect for
guided the Hawk offence the Hawks and assure them an inthroughout the second half and vitiation to the post season party
showed the world that WLU has in November.

Hall ·of Famer·s
by Chris Skalkos
Cord Sports

r

In Wilfrid Laurier University's (WLU's) Paul
Martin Centre, ablaze in a purple and gold decor,
WLU president John Weir welcomed the new
members to Laurier's Hall of Fame at a banquet
Friday night.
The sixth annual Athletic Hall of Fame dinner
inducted five Laurier grads who were honoured for
their contributions to the university's athletics programs.
Alex Troop inducted in his first year of
eligibilty was recognized for his outstanding performance in the football program from 1982 to '85.
During his four year career at Laurier, Troop was
an Ontario University Athletic Association
(OUAA) All-Star each year and is the only Golden
Hawk to be named to three consecutive AllPhoto by Chris Skalkos Canadian teams.

John Glassford the OUAA AU-Starr was
honoured for his contribution to Laurier's football
program from 1973 to '76. Glassford played seven
seasons with Ottawa in the CFL and was named
outstanding defensive player in the 1981 Grey Cup
game.
Chuck McMan will also be honoured for his
contribution to the Football program. During his
three-year career from 1973 to '75, McMann was
the third-leading rusher in Laurier history gaining
more than 2,000 yards. He was named to the
OUAA All-Star teams for 1974 and '75.
Rich Ott was the second five-year player (197175) in Laurier's football history. He played on the
'72 and '73 championship teams, and was named to
the All-Canadian team in his last year.
Norm Cuttiford was recogniZed for his contribution to the Universitv'~ basketball program from
CONTINUED ON PAGE 27

Brock badgered by soccer Hawks
by Stephanie Holley
Cord Sports
The women's soccer team triumphed again, beating Brock 3-1,
and what a triumph it was!
Throughout the first half,
most of the game was played at
Brock's end of the field (much to
the dismay of Brock's keeper).
Our women used their skill and
quick thinking to retaliate against
Brock's goal, and scored early in
the first half of the game. Sonja
Ritcey and Nena Orescanin did
an excellent job in denying any
chances Brock had for a goal
(which were few). Bethany
Rytrna had more than one shot on
goal that, unfortunately, didn 't
get by their keeper. But, thanks to
excellent ball handling and teamwork, Jane Grimer and Sandy
Goegan were able to put the ball played a consistent, steady game
into the net, and Laurier had a today, and these girls did a great
promisinsg 2-1 lead at the end of job.".
the first half.
The only drawback to the
During the second half, some game, was the fact that there ·were
new and upcoming talent showed hardly any spectators! Brock had
their skill. These women played more supporters than we did!
tough, going in hard to the ball, C'mon fans! Where were you?
and coming away successful, as Just because it looked like rain, it
Colleen Allen did when she never actually rained. And if you
scored Laurier's third and final wore a couple of warm sweaters,
goal of the game.
the wind and cold wasn't bad at
During an interview with
all. Just think of the
Coach Syed Mohammed after the
players ...they're in shorts!
game, and asked him what his
The Hawks play their next
feelings were about how the girls
played. "I really feel the team is game on Wednesday at Bechtel
coming back together. Things Park, where they will be hosting
were not going so well during the the Guelph Gryphons at 7:00
first half against Waterloo, but I p.m.. Come out to watch
really think that we are back on Laurier's women trample Guelph.
track. Theresa Mastreangelo Don't forget your sweater.

Football

Friday Oct.4

Hawks 63 Lancers 7

WHAT'S.
HAPPENED

Football @ Toronto

Women's Soccer
Hawks 3 Athenas 0
Hawks 3 Badgers 1

Saturday Oct.S

Men's Soccer

Rugby @ Trent
Soccer-m@ Brock

Hawks 2 Lancers 0
Hawks 0 Western 0

.... AND
WHAT'S
GOING
TO

Sunday Oct.6

Rugby

Soccer-w@ McMaster
Soccer-m@ Western

Hawks 25 Badgers 3
Hawks 10 Ravens 9

Intramural Sign-up Deadlines
Friday Oct.4
Co-ed Curling

Friday Oct.ll

Friday Oct.18
Men's Squash Tournament
Women's Squash Tournament

\1en's Ice Hockey

Team up with a

•

w1nner

CP Rail, Canada's largest privately-owned railway, didn't just happen. It took the commitment,
dedication and professionalism of thousands of men and women with talent,. vision and ingenuity
to build the company into a major force in the transportation industry.
We hope you are one of them.
We're looking for enthusiastic, top-notch people with
a business degree--MBA, HBA, B. Comm., Marketing,
Finance or Economics--who want to team up with our
marketing and sales professionals.
Come and meet us.
We'll be on campus October 9th.

CPRBil
At CP Rail, positions are open to all qualified individuals. Women, aboriginal peoples, persons with a disability and
members o£ visible minorities are specially encouraged to apply.
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Hawks extend undefeated streak
Brent Dobson

Cord Sports
The Laurier Men's Soccer
Team travelled to Windsor (barely) and hosted Western this past
weekend in what was expected to
be one of the most difficult
weekend series.. the team will
have this season.
Both Windsor and Western were last years
playoff representatives in
Laurier's tough South-Western
division. The team also faced the
challenge of playing in Windsor,
where they have not won a regular season match-up in over four
years.
On Saturday, the team played
a tough Windsor squad who, up
until this weekend, we're in first
place in the division. Coach Tony
Lea fired up his troops before the
game, promising a refreshing
reward if the team came out with
two points. With this added incentive, the Hawks went out with
the fierce determination to do
well.
The game started quite well
and it was clear by Laurier's
domination fo the game that it
would be a tough afternoon for
the Windsor side. Early on,
Laurier controlled most of the

play and made their physical
presence felt. Rookie, Gord "killer" Watson, intimidated the Lancer attackers by either going right
through them for the ball or simply letting them get a good look at
his mug. For the second week in.a
row the Laurier back four played
a solid game giving up only a few
shots on goal.
Twenty-five minutes into the
game, Steve Howard put intense
pressure on a Windsor fullback
and ripped the ball away from
him. Thanking the fullback on his
way by, Steve crossed a perfect
ball into the box where Tom Vejvalka met it head on and drilled it
past a helpless Lancer Keeper.
The Hawks continued to put pressure on, wanting desperately to
destroy the Windsor side.
In the second half, Steve
Howard again found himself
alone on the right side and
crossed another ball into the box
that found Ben Umpleby. Ben
hammered a brilliant volley from
20 yards out just over the bar.
The second half also was the
debut for veteran and captain Jim
Hoye who returns after undergoing knee surgery. His presence
and experience were felt almost
immediately after being inserted

into the game. John Cochrane and
Ben Umpleby dazzled the Windsor fullbacks weaving themselves
around four of them. Magically,
J.C. threaded a pass to Ben who
lofted a beautiful cross to the
front of the goal. With nothing in
front of him but an open net,
"The Outlaw" Jim Hoye, headed
the ball perfectly and gave
Laurier a decisive 2-0 victory.
The long drive home seemed
much shorter after the win.

On Sunday, the team hosted
Western at Bechtel Park in front
of another standing room only
crowd. Mter coming off the big
win the day before, Laurier
seemed to make Western look
good, who usually play exceptionally tough against the Hawks.
Again, Laurier proved their
physical dominance on the field
with some hard tackles but were
unable to finish of the few
chances they had. Last weekends
hero, Andre Semren, had a good
chance in the first half with a
lovely volley that found the
target, but the Western kepper
was able to keep it out of the
goal.
Western was able to put on
some pressure after some mistakes by Laurier defenders, but
keeper Ferd Krauss made some

OH,

outstanding saves to keep Laurier
in the game. Late in the game,
"Toto" DellaCroce made a great
run and hammered a shot just
over the bar. A goal just wasn't to
be and Laurier settled for a 0-0
draw.
All in all it was a good
weekend for the Hawks. They
took three points from division
rivals which moves them near the
top of their division. Keeper Ferd
Krauss also posted two shutouts
and continues to play very well.
The team has another very
tough weekend coming up as they
travel to Brock to face a much
improved Brock team and then to
London to face Western for the
last time of the season. Hopefully
the team can continue their strong
play and their three game undefeated streak (knock, knock).

CANADA!
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SALE!

Laurier stars honoured
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 25
1965 to '68. Cuttiford led the
team to victory for three OIAA
championship titles and the national championship in 1968. He
was the team's most valuable
player and its leading scorer in
the 1967-68 season
The inducted at!.lletes must
have participated for three consecutive seasons at WLU and
graduated for a minimum of five
years in order to qualify. Limited
to five members per year, this
year's inductees were among ten
fmalists .
.Rich Newbrough, director of
athletics and head football coach
at Laurier said that the panel of
judges did a "superb job" picking
this year's inductees. Three of the
five athletes inducted played on
the same team and seven people
from that team are in the Hall of
Fame said Newbrough.
Glassford, overcome with
emotion said "I have had great
teammates and great coaches.
This is another great thing that's
happened to me" in a speech
after receiving his award.
McMann thanked his mother
for putting up with his obsession

with football and thanked
Laurier's Athletics program for
"teaching me how to be a player
and a coach." He is now an assistant football coach at the University of Waterloo.
"Great coaches and great
teammates always make you a
better player...and I certainly had
both of these" said Cuttiford at
the banquet in which a total of
eight ex-Hall of Fame members

...o.----o-

e

I

were present
The shiny brass plaques unveiled that night depicted the
athletes as they appeared when
they were attending WLU.
Newbrough commended the
efforts of these athletes arid
others for the success of all of the
University's athletic programs
saying that "Great teams are
made of great players ... you can't
make chicken salad out of
feathers."
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Calgary

$:179

$299

TAN WITHOUT SAND

Edmonton

$179

$299

747-5563

Vancouver

$2:19

$299

Halifax

$159

$:199

NS
220 King Street N. Unit J
waterloo N2J 2Y7
(Behind Mega Pizza)

10% OFF WITH STUDENT CARD
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Pivotal year for the CFL I HAWKS OF THE WEEK\
SPC>R..TS

By: Rob Malich
Cord Sports

Right now, we are heading
into a period of sports that a TV
junkie dreams of. Early fall sees
the baseball season come to a
close and bring with it the World
Series, which this year might
even include the (choke!!) Blue
Jays. With the NFL season well
underway, and hockey and bas-

ketball ready to begin, it is inevitable that during this time the
Canadian Football League always
seems to get lost in the shuffle.
1991 has been an up-anddown kind of year for the CFl. It
began with great fanfare, as the
ownership sale of the Toronto
Argonauts to Bruce McNall, John
Candy and Wayne Gretzky and
their subsequent signing of
Raghib ($Rocket$) Ismail

OUAA Boundby Dwayne Proctor
Cord Sports
The Laurier Golf llii'wks take to the links this week for the OUAA
Golf Championships at Look Out Point Golf and Country Club in
Fonthill, Ontario.
~c team is anchored by defending OUAA Champion and team
captam, Jason Spence, who is looking to defend his individual title
this year. .spence is a scratch golfer who won last year's crown by a
commandmg 11 strokes over the rest of the field.
The Golf Hawks as a team last year, finished a respectable fourth
out of eleven teams and look to improve on that this year. Joining
Spence on the team are Paul Stephenson, Tom Moshos, Paul Moffat
and Mike Israel.
Appr?xiametel~ 100 golfers will make up this year's field at the
challengmg Fonthtll course. A tune-up practise round took place
Wednesday and the actual two rounds of play take place tomorrow
and Friday.
The format for the tournament is a two round combination team
total with the highest score being dele\.ed from the team total. The
main ~ompetition for .the Hawks looks to be Waterloo, Guelph and
Queen s, but come Fnday afternoon the Hawks will be sure to have
shown the golf world who's on top.

brought some credibility and
much needed attention to the
struggling league. The Rocket's
debut, was quite impressive as he
gained over 200 total yards in a
41-18 victory over Hamilton. The
same game featured a Blues
Brothers half-time show, and
everyone in attendance at the
Skydome (over 41 000) seemed
to go away impressed.
Another aspect of that game
was that it was available on local
television, as the CFL finally
came out of the dark ages regarding its stupid blackout rule.
Despite the worries of ancient
CFL governors, the blackout lift
has not hurt attendance. In fact,
average game attendance is up
about 2 000 across the league,
with the Argos leading the way
with an increase of 8 000 fans a
game. Only Saskatchewan and
Hamilton, the latter which seems
to draw more seagulls than
paying customers, have suffered
attendance drops.
On the field, the play has been
wide-open and exciting, with
teams averaging a combined 66
points a game, up from a record
63 point average a year ago.
Leading the offensive explosion
has been B.C. Lions quarterback
Doug Flutie, who is the leading
candidate for 1991 MVP honors.
The former Reisman Trophy winner has so far completed 63% of
his passes for over 4 600 yards,
and barring injury is almost
certain to break Warren Moon's

FERDINAND KRAUSS-SOCCER Ferd, a fourth year keeper from
Kitchene~. recorded two shut outs in men's Soccer Hawk play this
week. The team's victory against the Windsor Lancers was the first
win for the Soccer Hawks in Windsor in ten years. Ferd also stopped
the Mustang shots on Sunday maintaining a 0-0 deadlock.
TRACEY GOLDHAR-TENNIS
Tracey played another round of
strong tennis in tournament play this past weekend in Guelph. Play• ing both singles and doubles, Tracey won her match against a tough
Guelph opponent and forced her match versus Queen's to a third set
Tracey is a second year student from Toronto.

1983 QB records for completions considerable criticism for his hanand yardage in a season. Ac- dling of the TV deal, as well as
companying him are Calgary's his strategy for the now ownerAllen Pitts, the CFL's leading less Ottawa Rough Riders. Prosreceiver and Winnipeg's Robert pective new ownwers have been
Mimbs, once again the league's scared off by his demands, and
leading rusher. With strong fin- the revenue needed to run the
ishes both players have a chance club has been financed by televito set single-season records in sion. Crump's lack of contheir respective categories, as sistency, vision and hair have
does Edmonton's Blake Marshall many CFL executives calling for
in the touchdown category.
his head on a platter, which
Along with Ismail, who has wouldn't be a pleasant sight beshown .signs ~f brill~ance in an cause he is one ugly guy to begin
otherwtse ordmary flfst season, with. Other potential trouble
man.y oth~r rookies are al~o - spots have been Calgary, who
makmg thelf presence felt. B.C. s seem to have had their money
tandem of Matt Clark a.nd Jon problems solved with the sale of
V~l~ an~ Saskatchew~n. s electhe club to prominent Calgary
trt.fymg kick returner Willis Jaco.x businessman Larry Ryckman, and
w~ll. all challenge the mul!tHamilton. Although owner David
mllhon dollar Rocket for rookte- Braley insists he's staying in
Steeltown for the long run, can he
of-the-year honors.
Off the field, the news ~as not survive another season of 10 000al":'ays been so good. While TV
15 000 crowds and $2 million
ratmg.s are up, the c~ntract that losses? With talk of expansion to
was stgned was not sausf~cl?ry to u.s. border markets, maybe the
many teams. Commtsstoner Detroit Tiger-Cats wouldn't
Donald Crump has come under sound too bad after all.

Win 1 of 18 Grand Prizes:
A Sports Getaway for 2.
Draw Date: End of the
3rd Quarterof the Monday
night football game.
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Fisher Sheffield
Cord Sports
They don't attract big crowds.
The athletic department regularly
cuts them off at the knees. The
cheerleaders tion't show up for
their games. The newspaper gives
them no coverage. The field they
have to play on is mid-way between Waterloo and Guelph.
Thcir bus drivers don't respect
thcm. And even their own
mothers don't understand them.
They're like soccer in that
they kick the ball all around the
field, but they're different in that
this game allows them to pick up
the ball and run with it. They're
like football in that they run
around a Jot and tackle one another, but take a closer look at their
uniforms and think about it and
you'll soon realize that they don't
wear shoulder pads, or any of that
other sissy gear. And they're like
basketball in that the play is
pretly much continuous, but then
again, in this game, the only time
a time-out occurs is when a
player is injured on the field.
They're the WLU Golden
Hawks Rugby Football Club, and,
maybe, when all is said and done,
the sport they most remind me of
is women's gymnastics: like
women's gymnastics, they're a
hell of a lot of fun to watch, but
also just as hard to comprehend.
What is a left-handed gig?
Well, the closest I can come to
defining it is as an activity that is
respected by no one, crippling by
its own inherent awkwardness. A
left-handed gig is a job that nobody else wants, a role that nobody else wants to assume, a postion that you might be ostracized
for by choosing, a guy throwing a
bas~ball ~ith his wrong hand, _or
a gul trymg to play hock~y _wtth
the guys: a left handed gtg ts an
unnatural situation.
The Rat, Big Red, Titch,
Buster, Bunky, Caddy, Crowdaddy, Teddy and at least four
dozen others are out for . a
run ...it's Monday, four o'clock m
the afternoon, and the animals are

running wild through Waterloo
Park ...racing past the petting zoo
and making their way back to the
soccer field for the start of another week of practices, they stomp
on the terra the whole way,
making their presence known ...
At the risk of making some
broad generalizations and perpetuating some negative
stereotypes, from my own experience, different sports attract different types of athletes. Where
volleyball attracts the slickster/preuy boy type of jock, and
football attracts the big, hulking,
'dumb jock' type of athlete,
rugby attracts the outlaw/mustant/rebel scum element
of varsity sports: the type of guys
who could get their noses broken
in a game, and just go right on
playing.
Because for rugby players, the
game's the thing: they like to
think of it as a "sport for
hooligans, played by gentlemen":
and on a recent tour of the United
States,their biggest concern was
not of accommodations, or travel
logistics, but the fact that stitches
cost $28 a pop without medical
insurance.
Honest.
Talk to any rugby player and
you'll soon realize that playing
rugby for Laurier is almost an
off-season activity, like they only
do it to keep in shape. They all
have home clubs that they play
for in the summer -- the Irish, the
Indians, the Crusaders, the Beach,
the Saracens, the Barbarians -- a
network of teams across the province by which they really come
to know and judge each other's
abilities and experience with the
game. Belonging to a team like
the Crusaders is sort of like having your gang colours: before
coming to play for Laurier, you
already have your reputation, and
you can proceed from there.
It's interesting how the gang
analogy just seems to fit so well,
huh?
Maybe part of their problem
is that they're the sixth best team
in a league of twelve, a league

that is split into two divisions of
six. At the end of each season, the
number six team of the 1st division switches divisions with the
number one team of the 2nd division. Hence, the Rugby Hawks are
in the position of never playing
the same slate of teams two years
in a row, bouncing back and forth
between divisions on a yearly
basis: and with no fierce rivalries
or consistency of play (what with
losing every game one season,
and then winning every game the
next) maybe the Hawks make it
just that much easier for the fans
to ignore them.
As for their initiation
ceremonies, other than the fact
that they shave their rookies'
heads and make them drink until
they puke, I don't want to talk
about it: it's weird It's disgusting. And it's probably illegal.
Ask a rugby player why he
plays rugby, and after a while,
you notice a certain pattern to
their answers. Most rugby players
are ex-football, ex-soccer, exwhatever. They drift out of other
sports and into rugby because
they fmd rugby more challenging:
more physical than soccer but
also more uninterrupted action
than football.
But I think another part of the
answer is that rugby attracts the
type of personality that is privately, left by itself, essentially
an individual, but in public enjoys
being a strong member of a
strong team. Most rugby members freely admit that they aren't
in the game for the prestige (there
is none), but for themselves, chal-

lenging themselves to do the best
that they can do. Why else would
anyone choose a left-handed gig,
when they could be playing football, or some other sport that, at
least, attracts spectators?
' An aside: a couple of years
ago, at the start of the very first
games of the season, one of the
Rugby Hawks, thinking that the
ref wasn't looking, smashed one
of his opponents in the face:
when asked why he had done it,
his reply?
"I just wanted to set the tone
for the game ... "
Another thing about rugby is
that it's a very social sport. One
of the players I talked to challenged me to name any other
sport where it's an established
tradition to go out and drink with
your opponents after a game: the
infamous rugby "beer-up".
The beer-up works like this:
after the two teams finish pounding the snot out of each other for
an hour and a half, the visiting
team goes to the house of one of
tlie home team's members, and
drinks for an hour and a half or
so, before heading home.
This way, the hosting club
makes a little cash to pay for its

next road trip; everyone gets to
know each other, and show "no
hard feelings", no matter how
rough the game got; and everyone
has an excuse to drink on a Saturday afternoon.
All in all, rugby is a game of
many traditions: from the referee
having to force a player to leave
the field if he's bleeding; to no
half-time shows (instead, little
kids in crewcuts wearing Mickey
Mouse hats race out onto the field
slapping themselves in the sides
of their head.. dd running around
until they faH down and hurt
themselves); to the dirty songs
they make up and sing on the bus
rides back from Toronto, or
Royal Military College, or
wherever the hell they've been
playing. All of these traditions,
and other little idiosyncracies,
make rugby what it is today.
The misunderstood, unrespected varsity sport being
played at Wilfrid Laurier University right now.
But definitely, not deserving
of the opinion, held by most, at
one time even including myself,
that it is a "left-handed gig".
Because it's not.
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150 University Avenue West, Water1oo N2L 3E4 746-2679
1
(Don Cherry Plaza1

Waterloo's newest copy shop invites you to view the premises.
Full/Self-Service Xerox
Canon Colour Copier
Desktop Publishing

***

Graphic Services at Reasonable Rates

Every· Sunday At
~

Corner of King & University

5 _pm

'till Midnight
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New for '92 domestic

New For '92 Domestics
by Dean Macko
Cord Sports

This has got to be the best
time of the year for auto buffs. If
you're in the market for a '91 you
should go down to your nearest
Brewer's Retail and cash in your
empties. Then proceed to your
nearest auto dealer, because
they're practically giving the 91's
away. The brand new, flashy,
overpriced '92's have to go
somewhere. But what a sight they
are. The new batch of cars are exciting, and full of new and interesting innovations to keep you
stimulated. Like sex. Only its
more mechanical.
Lets take a peek .at what's
new for the Big Three. First,
Chrysler. The only changes in the
model lineup have to deal with
three sports cars. The Dodge
Daytona had styling that looked
about as fresh as milk in the sun,
until now: The platform is still
outdated, but the shapely interior
(which was redesigned about two
years ago), coupled with the new
nose and butt job, make this car
attractive. The IROC R{f will
add a 224 horsepower engine to
the Daytona, making it a real
athlete. The Dodge Viper is a
monster of a sports car. It's 8.0
litre V-10 pounds out 400 hp. The
official pace car of this past
year's Indy 500, the Viper offers
true open air cruising, and neck
snapping acceleration. You probably won't see one for awhile,

unless of course you can convince daddy to plop down
$80,000+. The Plymouth
Laser/Eagle Talon twins get
redesigned front sheetrnetal, and
the Colt Vista is a new minivan,
but who cares.
At Ford, there's not really
much to report, but what else is
new. Believe me, Ford is in pretty
rough shape, and redesign dates
for its numerous outdated models
have all been pushed back. The
stuff that is new, consists mostly
of subtle appearance changes; except the Ford Taurus. Ford's top
gun has been completely
redesigned, with a new interior
and new sheetmetal. The dash has
been changed and it is much more
rounded. The all new Crown Victoria is also about to hit the
streets. Even though it is as exciting as rice cakes, your parents or
the faculty (if they even bother
with the Cord) may find this a
competent boulevard cruiser.
Vanilla Ice may be interested in a
souped-up Tempo. It's on a roll,
with the GLS models receiving a
more powerful V-6, coupled with
an assortment of exterior add-ons.
And finally, the "Long-In-TheTooth" award goes to Ford's
Mustang. Mustang owners are a
cocky bunch, but I don't know
why. It's last makeover was in
1987, and it still looks ugly. The
dash is boxy, and the manual
transmission is as smooth as
crushed glass. And, the brakes are
so bad you can pick up spare
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parts at your local bicycle shop.
The only good thing about it is
the engine, which produces 225
hp. But even this will be surpassed
by
the
new
Camaro/Firebird duo which will
debut next year. The GM twins
will be fitted with the 300 horsepower engine that is new for the
'92 Corvette (see below). The
Mustang bubble just needed to be
burst...
Now you're probably wondering where all the excitrnent is. I
saved the best for last. General
Motors has awaked from their
slumber, and have introduced a
number of new and redesigned
models. Also included in the
safety department, is the decision
to install Anti-Lock Braking Systems as standard equipment in
many of their less expensive
autos. Included in the list are the
Pontiac Sunbird/ Chevy Cavalier
which sticker at around $10,000.
If your panic stops remind passengers of the driving habits
found on Dukes of Hazard, then
you could probably use an affordable Anti-Lock Braking System.
Let me now run down what's
new, division by division.
The new Pontiac Grand Am is
hotter than a polar bear in the
desert. You know what I mean.
The old Grand Am was beginning
to show some signs of age, so the

new body is curvacious, and the
interior is flowing. ABS brakes
are standard. Supposedly, the top
engine available is the Quad 4
producing 180 hp. But look for
the High Output Quad 4 developing 190 hp and bushels more
torque to appear as an option. It
was found in the Calais W41 last
year. The other change at Pontiac
is the Bonneville. It's a huge step
up from last year's model, and
the exterior even looks something
like a Jag. The Bonneville is a
family car so I won't go into
much detail. If you want to know
more about it, stop me in the Turret
At Chevrolet, the big news is
something that you can't afford.
The Corvette gets a heart
transplant. The new engine develops 300 horsepower which finally
puts it in the "300-Club" with the
Nissan 300ZX and the Dodge
Stealth. The new Vette will
beat'em though, with 0-60mph
times in the low S's. Not much
else new from the bow-tie guys,
except for more extensive use of
ABS. Stay tuned for more news
on next year's new Camara ...
Oldsmobile's new playing
card is the Achieva. If you
haven't heard of it before, don't
worry, it's a new name to replace
the Cutlass Calais. The Achieva
is based on the same mechanicals
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NEW AND IMPROVED
SUNDAY BRUNCH

94 Bridgeport Rd.E.
Waterloo
·

725-9999

363 King St. N. Waterloo
888-0203
Corner of King & Columbia
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as the new Grand Am, bu
receives it's own personalit)
You'll fmd that the dash resen:
bles the dash found in th
Plymouth Laser, which isn't bat
The Old's Eighty-Eight is a!
brand new, but leave this one~ •
the people with receding haiti t
lines and high cholesterol. YOl
won't be interested.
Did you ever wonder abou
those Passport dealers? Did yoo
expect to see shady lookin
Mexicans there, looking t
change their name to John Srni
Well, these Passport dealers ac
tually sold cars. Good ones a
that, but nobody knew abou
them. Passport is gone, to be re·
placed with Saturn-Isuzu-Saab
Saturn is coming to Canada ic
about 4 weeks, along with a ne~
philosophy by GM on how ((
build a car to compete with tht
Japanese. These affordable,
technology-laden compacts are
actually very nice. The interi011
are functional,
and the two-door~4
•
coupe IS gorgeous (the four-doors
are bland). Dealer service is also
a big issue with Saturn. Just
recently in the States, Saturn
found a problem with their
engines. Instead of issuing a
recall and fixing the problem,
Saturn customers received brand
new cars for their used ones.
Isuzu cars and trucks, as well as
Saabs will continue to be sold
there.
Cadillac and Buick have a
bevy of new offerings, but I'll
spare you the details. Also, keep
an eye on the hot, little Geo
Storm that will be coming to Can·
ada shortly.
Sorry for the mixed up para·
graph from the Sundance article.
It wasn't a new language, just the
work of some overWorked and
underpaid editors. In the works is
the ·~ew for '92 Imports', and a
couple
of road tests. The
guy at Nissan practically has his
arm twisted completely off...
P.S. If you've added water to
your rad this summer for any rea·
son, get the rad flushed. Too
much water in your coolant system will freeze when the snow
flies. Your engine will first be
frozen solid, then when you do
get it going, it will burn up, like
calories in a marathon. This is be·
cause your rad fluid will have the
viscosity of a popsicle, and will
not be able to circulate through
your engine. I know ...
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SINGLE PARENT STUDENTS: Disoriented? Isolated?
Overwhelmed? Come talk to
others in similar straits. Support
group run by Counselling SerThe Canadian Federation of Uni- vices. Call 884-1970, extension
versity Women invite the com- 2338 for more information.
munity to its meeting entitled
"Parenting in the Ninties", with Informal worship ·and Eucharistguest speaker Kathryn Bosch of Seminary Chapel. !O:OOp.m.K-W Counselling Services on Lutheran Campus Ministry Rev.
m 'ndl-746-0629.
October 15, 8p.m. at the Hilliard
_
Hall First United Church. For ~
more information contact Ellen
Trafford at 745-1533.

ERVICES

WOMEN OF LAURIER UNITE!
Come join us at The Women's
Centre. All new volunteers welcome. 202 Regina, Rooms
132:S&D. Te1.884-1970,
ext.4444.
MUCH MUSIC SPRING
BREAK '92: Representative
needed to promote and sell Much
Music Spring Break trip to
Day.tona Beach. Be part of the
biggest spring break show ever as
well as earning money and free
trips. For more information call
HAPPENING HOLIDAY collect
at 613-729-5937 or 613-7296205.
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MARY'S TYPING/WORD
PROCESSING SERVICE
FAST & ACCURATE SERVICE
' PROVIDED; WORD-PROCESSING AT A REASONABLE
COST; WORK ORDERS
READY ON THE DATE
SPECIFIED; RUSH WORK, NO
'PROBLEM!!! TERM PAPERS,
ESSAYS,
RESUMES,
REPORTS, LETTERS, DOCUMENTS. PLEASE CALL (519)

'EARN $2000 & FREE SPRING
BREAK TRIPS! North America's #1 Student Tour Operator
seeking motivated students, organizations, fraternities and
sororities as campus representatives promoting Cancun,
Bahamas, and Daytona! Call 1800-265-1799!

576-6957.
Fast, professional word processing by University Grad (English).
Grammar, spelling, corrections
•available. Laser printer. Suzanne

l B86-3857.
Laser word processing $1.50 per
page, double spaced. Reports,
thesis, resumes, equations, tables,
graphics, premium papers, binding. 10 yrs experience. Please call

884-3937.
Typing-Essays done on· Word
Processor. Only $1.50/page. Call
Greg 725-5781.
: R.U.S.H Resume Service: One '
·' look, you'll say: "It's so good, I'd
hire myself." For professional job
assistance: 747-3527
LSAT GMAT GRE Preparati
Cours~s. A unique approach u~~
succes~fully by thousands of students smce 1979. Calll-800-387-

5519.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS: Cam: Love that ORGASMIC
promote & organize our spring voice man! Talk to me baby!
break tours. All materials fur- From a Steel Town Woman.
nished. Good pay and fun. Call .- - - - - - - - - - Campus Marketing 1-800-423- DELTA GAMMA says "wei5264.
come aboard" to the pledge class
of 1991.
PRIVATE SALE. 4 B e d r o o m , - - - - - - - - 22~0 sq.ft. house, 3 ..5 km from CLAUDE: Dr. Zeus is dead;
Umverstty. Huge office walkout Yes, you may bang your head.
basement for professor and com- Have some Faith No More! Let
puter, or nanny/in-laws/students. Mary bang down the door!
Many upgrades. $229,000. Open Security and 2BB on the floor'
to all offers. 46 Valley Ridge Cr. ~ve Laslow!
·
p terloo. (Westvale) 884~7.
SLIPPERS OF LAURIER GENERAL MEETING THIS FRIDAY - WILF'S BATHROOM.
I'M GREAT AND SO AM I.

ERSONA

Futons .or Box/Spring and Mattress for Sale, Price at $145. - - - - - - - - - Delivery available, call 416-796- Bill! The Tri-City Avengers
wanna continue. AI and Stef at
6695 collect.
746-5443.
STUDENTS'
TRAVEL
STORIES: Have you travelled Kelly, Lindsay, Julia: To theBesthrough Europe, Africa, Asia, test Roomies in the World!! VinAnywhere? Did you have an ex- nie or Thunder.

Kan du snakke Norsk? I need free perierice with strange food,
help- Joanne 747-0865.
stranger people? How about language misunderstandings or
Volunteers are needed to help out transportation problems? Did unwith the WLU Recycling Pro- foreseen circumstances lead you
gram. Anyone interested should to the adventure of a lifetime?
call Paul at 746-2238.
Tell us your wildest, funniest or
most touching story and we will
Drummer seeks to join or form a choose the best to make up a
working band. I have experience book aimed at students who want
primarily in blues rock and folk to know what travel is really like.
rock but will play anything. Call We regret that no stories can be
returned. Send all submissions, of
Andrew at 725-3282.
any length to: 5-65 Clarence
Parking available close to school. Street, Kingston, ON K7L 1X2
Call 746-3178 or 725-7932. In- Please include an address and
expensive!
phone number at which you can
be reached, as well as the name of
J:REE TRAVEL, CASH, AND your college or university. The
EXCELLENT BUSINESS EX- mailing deadline is November 30
PERIE~C~~! Openings avail- 1991.
'
able for mdiVIduals or student organizations to promote the coun- Travel Co wants Student Reps.
try's most successful SPRiNG Organize a trip and travel for free
BREAK TOURS. Call Inter- to O.uebec, Daytona, Mexico,
Campus:•
grams l-P~am_:nca
& IEbamas. Call 1-80063
JP"'
•
·- - 5604.
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W ATERBUFFALOES TRIVIA
Last Week's Answer: J.L.
Gotrocks
This week: What is the name of
Mr. Slate's yacht?
Remember: Secret Tour, October
29th!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
-----From the mouth of the "Last of
the International Playboys" comes a horrible scream ... "Somebody
help me!!!" ... more to come next
week...
---------BACCHUS DUDES! Check out
this year's NEW and IMPROVED BACCHUS T-SHIRTS
in the WLUSU office. Don't
forget the BAC-B-Q next week!
<?ktoberfest Team Rules! (yah,
nght guys!)
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WHAT, ME WORRY ... ? Relax 4('
Lod.ger.s.. - .things can only get be..tt-~
~~~~-in Float. ~-"
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................g with innovation
dev~ing ipti('!'V'.ati'Ve

ways to make our customers

....,.~in••t'ltlt~ban~lnarketplaF.

:~~ prllductand lllal'keJi.ng•stnitegy tbat will shape
. .,~. Qll¢(1 ''()pen. Coope~tive Computing", it
pi"'(luct$~~'ere previously incompatible to

What value can you expect at NCR? A challenging, creative work environment
that brings out the best in people. Training and development programs that are
among the finest anywhere. An extensive compensation package that includes
competitive salaries, merit pay, incentive plans and a variety of benefits. The
scope of a multi-billion dollar corporation operating in more than 120 countries
throughout the world, with over 2,000 employees in our 78 locations across
Canada.
An opportunity to work at the leading edge of our industry - where innovation
makes the difference.
If you are highly motivated to be a top perfonner, ask about careers with NCR.
Visit your placement office or send a detailed resume to: Recruitment, NCR

CANADA LTD, 320 Front Street West, Toronto, Ontario MSV 3C4.
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"CANON, OTK, PANASONIC, RAVEN, EPSON, CITIZEN,
VERIOATA. WINDOWS, CARDINAl, IBM, P5P. ARE All
REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF THE MANUF~TURERS.
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